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INTRODUCTDOIJ 

on 14 February 1977 the Council of tlae European communities adopted 

Directive 77/187/EEC on the approximaGion of the laws of the Member 

States relating to the safeguarding of: employees' rights in the event 

of transfers of undertakings, businessef or parts of businesses. 

Article 8 of the Directive provides that "Member states shall bring 

into force the laws, regulations and administrative provisions needed 

to comply with this Directive~ and "shall communicate to the Commission 

the texts of the laws, regulations and administrative provisions which 

they adopt in the field covered by thE> llirect.ive". 

The report is divided into three chaptP.t·s. 

Chapter I describes the general legal situation, i.e. the- type of 

implementing measures taken by the t-tember States and their scope, 

and it examines the definitions used, the safeguarding of 

employees' rights and the information and consultation procedures 

provided for. 

Chapter II covers the case law of the Court of Justice and 

Community disputes regarding the application of the Directive, i.e. 

infringement procedures initiated by the commission against Member 

states for failure to comply with rn·ovisions of the Directive, and 

requests for preliminary rulings on t.he interpretation of the 

Directive. 

Chapter III assesses the, implement.atior. of the Directive in each 

Member State. 
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I. DIRECTIVE 77/187/EEC 

The main purpose of the Directive is to ensure that employees· 

rights are safeguarded in the event of a legal transfer or merger 

involving a change of employer and, at the same time, it also aims to 

reduce existing differences between the Member states as regards the 

extent of the protection offered to employees in this field. 

The most important aspect::;, fot· the purpose of monitoring the 

~pplication of the Directive in the Member states, are the definition 

of a transfer given in Article 1 (1), the employees' rights which the 

Directive is intended to safeguard (the first subparagraph of Article 3 

(1), the first subparagraph of Artie!·~ 3 (2) and Article 5 (1)), and 

the introduction of information and consul tat ion procedures for the 

representatives of the employPes affected by the transfer (Article 6). 

All of these will be examined in the analysis of the national 

systems in the twelve Member States. 

It should be noted that the Directive does not affect the right of 

Member states to introduce laws, regulations or administrative 

provisions which are mnrf' favmn·alJlt> to employees (Article 7). 
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II. THE KEY CONCEPT OF "TRANSFER" 

An essential factor in assessing the implementation of the 

Directive is the definition of "transfer", and in particular the type 

of legal acts or facts on which it is based. 

First of all, there are surprising linguistic discrepancies between the 

various versions of the Directive. In some versions (German, French, 

Greek, Italian, Dutch) "transfer" covers only operations resulting from 

a contract, whereas in the English and Danish versions the concept 

seems much broader. In any event sales ordered by the court as part of 

bankruptcy proceedings are not covered by the Directive. 

Although some national laws are more favourable, the asse•sment of 

the current situation showed that the legislation in all the Member 

states covers the following three aspects at least: 

a) transfers of undertakings, businesses or parts of businesses 

resulting in the economic independence of a place of work; 

b) any sort of transfer arrangement involving a change of 

Pmployer; 

c) transfers resulting from a legal transfer or merger. 
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CHAPTER I. ANALYSIS OF NATIONAL LEGISLATION 

SECTION I. SCOPE AND DEFINITION~ 

I. SCOPE 

1. 

Article l 

1. This Directive shall apply to the transfer of an 

undertaking, business or part of a business to another 

employer as a result of a legal transfer or merger. 

2. This Directive shall apply where and in so far as the 

undertaking, business or part of the business to be 

transferred is situated within the territorial scope of 

the Treaty. 

3. This Directive shall not apply to sea-going vessels. 

This article provides the information necessary for 

determinlng the material and ~er~j_,!~_l"l"-~- scope of the Directive. 

First and foremost lt concerns the transfer of undertakings, 

bus1nesses or parts of businesses to another employer. 

This concept incorporates two bas1c elements identified in the 

n:l inr;:• of the Court of Justice (see 111 part1cular the Judgement of 18 

t-t...~tch 1986 in the case of JMA spijkers v. Gebroeders Benedik Abattoir 

c. v. l: the permanent identity of the business in question and the 
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change of employer, with the new employer taking over the running of 

the same or similar business activities. 

But the description of the scope of the Directive also covers 

another aspect: the origin of the transfer. 

The Directive, in effect, applies only to transfers "as a result 

of a legal transfer or merger". 

There are countless legal operations which might be included here, 

particularly given the number of conceptual differences between the 

various national systems of commercial and business law. The Directive 

unquestionably covers several ways in which the employer may change: 

takeover, sale, merger, divestment. 

In terms of territorial sea~, the Directive is fairly restricted, 

applying only "where and in so far as the undertaking, business or part 

of the business to be transferred is situated within the territorial 

scope of the Treaty" (Article 1 (2)). 

This means that only transfers of businesses located in the 

territory of a Member State are covornrl by the Directive; it does not 

apply to transfers of businP.sses which are located outside the 

community but which bt>lunq t.n ,1 •:<•lnp.lllY ,,•hos~ head office is in tlw 

territory of a Member State. 

Finally, Article 1 (3) excludes transfers of sea-going vessels 

from the scope of the Directive. 
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In Belgium, Article 1 of Collective agreement No 32 of 28 February 1978 

(made compulsory by the Royal Decree of 6 March 1990) lays down that 

the purpose of the agreement is to "safeguard the rights of employees 

in all cases of a change of employer as a result of the transfer of an 

undertaking or a part thereof by agreement". 

The rules on transfers apply to a wide range of contractual 

operations: changing the legal status of an undertaking, forming a 

company, transfers, mergers and takeovers. They therefore cover all 

forms of agreement involving the transfer of a business activity from a 

transferor to a transferee. 

Thus the agreement does not apply to cases of regrouping or 

reorganization which do not involve a change of employer, or to 

transfers other than by agreement such as those resulting from the 

death of an employer, bankruptcy, seizure or nationalization. 

There is a special collective agreement (No 32 bis of 7 June 1985, 

as amended by Agreement No 32 ter of 2 December 1986) which governs 

transfers resulting from bankruptcy: however, in one respect its 

criteria differ from those of the Directive, in that the transferee is 

not obliged to take over all the employees affected by the transfer. 

There are no expre>ss p1·ovisinns in Collective Aqrt"ement No 32 

concering its territorial scope; it therefore applies to the whole of 

Belgian territory in accordanc.:> with Jl.t·ticle 7 of the Law of 5 December 

1968. It appears that this .'l<Jl"PP.Ill•~nt is therefore int~nded to cover 

any worker eniployt=>d in Relqi11m, n··q.tnll···:·•n of where the> h·~.'ld officE' of 

the transferor or tt·arwfPt'<!<'• i:: :•itn .. r•·d. 
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Article 4 of the agreement state* that "this collective labour 

agreement shall not apply in the e~ent of a change of employer 

resulting from the transfer of sea-goin<J vessels by agreement". 

In Danish law, Article 1 (1) of L•w No 111 of 21 March 1979 lays 

down that this law applies to "transfers of undertakings or parts of 

undertakings within the territorial s®pe of the Treaty establishing 

the European Economic community". 

It is clear the work carried out prior to the adoption of this law 

and from the explanatory memorandum accompanying the draft that: 

a) the transfers referred to in Attic le l ( 1) of Law No 111 are 

transfers of public or priva.t.e undertakings, what•ver the 

object of these undertakings br the way in which they are 

operated, as a result of an agceement; this primarily involves 

the sale, for example, df an undertaking which forms part ofthe 

assets in a bankruptcy, a donat~on (for exampl• a transfer to a 

fund), certain leases or hi~-purchase agre•m•nts, if the 

lessor or person concluding the leasing agreement, as the 

employer, has thP sam•! nhl~q<'ltions with regard to the 

employees as if he W•~r~ th•• own~·r·, and of course mergers (under 

Danish law this concept is no ~reader than that of transfer by 

agreement) ; 

b) Law No 111 does not apply to mergers which merely involve a 

change in the control of undertakings; 

c) Article 1 refers only' tn tran~fhrR of "undertakings", since the 

term "busirH~~;H" i:: llllkllllWII in l>anit~h law (this concept is 

covered by that of "unci~J·t.-tk i nq••); 
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d) a transfer of part of an undertaking takes place if it seems 

reasonable that the employees should follow the part being 

transferred, which must have a distinct identity from a 

technical, geographical or business point of view and be in 

operation. 

Article 1 (1) of the Law limits its territorial scope to transfers 

of undertakings situated within the territorial scope of the Treaty 

establishing the European Economic community. The Law, in fact, 

applies mainly to transfers of undertakings situated in Denmark, 

regardless of whether they are Danish or foreign. since it lays down 

no special rules applicable in the event of conflicts of laws, these 

are dealt with in accordance with the general rules of private 

international law. 

Article 1 ( 2) lays down that "this Law shall not apply to sea

going vessels". 

In spain, Article 44 (1) of the Estatuto de los Trabajadores (ET) 

refers in general terms to "a change in the ownership of an 

undertaking, place of work or independent production unit", without 

specifying the precise legal procedures involved. Spanish legislation, 

it therefore seems, draws no <ii~tinr:tinn between changes of ownership 

by agreement and those on oth•'t· <Jl.<Htnd:>. The article provides fot· 

changes by "acts inter vivos" .1nrl a!': a ~-esul t of succession mortis 

~· whether based on a will at· implt)mented ex vi legis. 

However, the rules governing these two options are not the same. 

under the terms of thP '"'rtic:lo', "nly c·han<Jc:; nf ownership a:; a t·c·:~ult 

of acts inter vivos art> tltl ly :;u)Jjo•rt to rules similar tn th(H>e 

provided for in the r>it·e>ctiw•. 'l'ht> s.1lt• of all or pat·t of tilt

undertaking as part of bankruptcy pt·ocnedings is included. 
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In any event, all of the cases dovered by Article 1 ( l) of the 

Directive are included in the sco~ of Article 44 of the ET; 

furthermore, the definitions of the ob~ct of the transfer given in the 

Directive ("undertakings, bu•inesses qr parts of businesses") and in 

the spanish law ("undertakin~, place of work or independent production 

unit") are completely parallel. 

As regards territorial scope, ~rticle 44 of the ET covers 
i 

transfers not only of places of work s!tuated in spain, but also - and 

this is important of businesses ; located outside the national 

territory, but belonging to spanish firms (Article 1 ( 4) of the ET), 

thereby establishing the · legal stjatus of workers of Spanish 

nationality. This means that some , transfers excluded from the 
! 

i 
Directive come under the scope of Arti9le 44 of the ET. 

Spanish legislation makes no exce~tion for sea-going ves .. ls. 

In French law, the main provis~n is Article L 122-12 of the 
! 
' 

Labour code, the second para~raph of ~ich lays down that contracts of 
' 

employment are automatically; transfer~ed in all sues of "changes in 

the legal status of the elnfloyer, particularly by succession, sale, 

' merger, conversion or the formation of'a company". 

i 
Article L 122-12 (1) 1t.aw No 83,528 of 26 June 1983) lays down 

i i 

rules for transfers in the ~vent of ~ankruptcy, although not all the 

rules governing transfers .pply: 
i 

tr+nsferor and transferee do not 

share joint liability. 
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Under Article L 132-7 of the Labour Code collective agreements are 

automatically transferred where such agreements are affected, for 

example, by mergers, transfers, divisions or changes in business 

activity. 

The provisions implementing the second subparagraph of Article 3 

(3) of the Directive govern situations arising from mergers, transfers, 

total or partial incorporation or other operations involving changes in 

activities. 

Following a Judgement delivered by its General Assembly on 15 

November 1985, the court of cassation tended to the view that, for 

Article L 122-12 to apply, there must be a "legal relationship" between 

the successive employers. Although this ruling certainly did not imply 

(far from it) that the various types of agreement referred to in 

Article 1 (l) of the Directive were not covered, it nevertheless 

clashed with recent rulings of the CJEC, which tends to give wider 

application to the principle of continuity of employment contracts than 

a strict construction of Article 3 ( 3) of the Directive would allow. 

Judgements given by the General Assembly of the court of cassation on 

16 March 1990 have established the precedent that Article Ll22-12 

applies "even in the absence of a legal relationship between the 

successive employers" and to "any form of transfer of an economic 

entity in which the said entity preserves its identity and continues or 

recommences its activity". 

There is nothing in the provisions referred to above which 

corresponds to Article 1 (2) of the Directive. Their territorial scope 

is thet·efore governed by th~ fJ•.~Il•'J·al rulP:; nn tlw application of laws; 

they consequently apply to tlw whnle nf French territoL·y. 
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f 
I 

l
!.' 

In Greek law, the p~~nciple ~ the automatic tran.fer of 

eJnployJMnt contracts in the Jvent of ~ cbAnCJ• in the lepl ~raon of 

the employer followinCJ any ~e9al ope~ation is the result of court 

rulingo booed on logiolotion 1•ting baci to tbo 1920o' Article 6 (7) of 

Law 2112/1920 con the te~ination i of employ••·· contracts of 

oopln,.ent) and Article 8 of !Law 3514/~928 (on workoro• righto during 

military service). ' j 

I 
Thea• are very broad pro~isiona, erinq any aituation likely to 

arise from a chanCJ• in the -.ployer wkere the 

relevant production unit reta4n• its i 

These concepts were incorporated i~ Presidential Deer .. NO 572 of 
i 

6 Dec-.ber ltll, which was ••acted to rinCJ Greek law into lin. with 

Directive 77/187/BEC. The Defree 

and by •CJre ... nt. 

t 

all tran~e~a, both le9al 

The law exclude• the tra~afer of 4a-CJoinc; vea1ela. 

I 
In Ireland, the 1980 Reqqlations c1 the aafec;~ardinq of e.plcyees• 

rights on transfer of underta~inqs cont~in no provision rec;ardinq their 

' 
:WIIJll'. l(t.•tJII).'Itinll ') (I) ftlo'l·•rY ::l.tl,.:·+ith.ll tho• wnnl:: ;uul t.'XI"""t'Hilion:: 

used in the Directive and i~ the Req ations have th11 same ~Haning, 
i 

unleas the context requires ~the1·wise ·I There ia no stipulation that 

the provisions of the Regulat~ons do no1 apply to sea-qoing ve .. els. 
. ~ 

I 
. l 

The explanatory note ac~ompanyinq this Regulation, which has no 
! 

leqal weight, states that "t~ese Rogu tions safe9uard lhe riqhts of 
I 

employee• ariainc; from an em~loyment 
! 
I 

event of a transfer of a bu:1inP:;n in 

entails a change of ~mplnyer". 

ntract or relationship in the 

they are emplDyecl, which 
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The scope of these Regulations is thet-efore unclear; however, it 

appears to be broader than the Directive, in that transfers other than 

by agreement are not expressly excluded. Bankruptcy, however, does 

seem to be excluded: under Irish law the employment relationship ceases 

when bankruptcy proceedings are opened. 

In Italy, Article 2112 of the civil code, amended by Article 47 of 

the Law of 29 December 1990 "Disposizioni per l'adempimento di obblighi 

derivanti dall'appartenenza dell'Italia alle Communita europee" (Legge 

communitaria per il 1990), applies to the transfer of an undertaking, 

business or part thereof to a new employer as a result of a transfer by 

agreement or a merger. 

This Article therefore applies to transfers resulting, for 

example, from a merger by incorporation, a change in the legal 

framework of a company, a requisition or a usufructuary or leasing 

agreement, whereas a regrouping which merely involves a change in the 

control of an undertaking does not fall within its scope. However, in 

such cases general legislation applies: the legal provisions covering 

dismissals, for example, which havl~ been tightened up following the 

entry into force of Law No. 108 of 1990 and Article 24 of Law No. 223 

of 1991 on redundancies caused by reductions in manning levels. 

Workers "not transferred simult.<~neously" under "amministrazione 

straordinaria" (special receiv•n:>h1p) prnceedings used to be excluded 

from the scope of Article 2112 of t!J,-. Civil Code (Law No. 19 of 6 

February 1987). Today it is again nec<'s~;ary to consult the provisions 

of Article 47 of Law No. 42H nf ).') ll•'cembeL- 1990 (paragraph 5), which 

allows for exceptions on specific cJrounds to the guarantees provided 

for in Article 2112 of the civi 1 end·· unles:> "mon,• favour-iibl,. 

conditions" are provided for by aqreement with the unions. 
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I 
A part of a business me~ns a prjction unit 

ca.plete and viable inaJrument of production. 
- ! 

i 
I 

' j 

capable of operating 

The territorial scope o~ this Ar1icle is that ot the Civil code, 

i.e. the whole territory of the Italia~ state. 

In LUJ£Uibourg, Article 36 (2) of ~he Law of 24 May 1919 governing 
i 

employm.nt contracts lays dotn the pri~ciple of the au~omatic transfer 

of the rights and obligati~ ~rising,from employment contra•t• where 
i -

there ia a change in the ~ituation L' f the employer "in p•rticular 

through succession, sale, mer.ger, conv, sion of assets or the formation 

of a-c01npany". 

I 
i 

The other provisions of ~he Direc~ve implement~ by the Law of 18 

March 1981 apply in general ~ "tran•f1rs of an undertaking as a result 

of a legal tranafer or merger". ! 
; 
i 

The courts have found t~t the pr~ective provisions applicable to 
! 

staff in the event of a change in th• situation of the e~~~ployer are 
. I 

intended to safeguard the e~ployees • bobs; the application of these 
l 

provisions presupposes that: the samJ undertaking will continue to 

i 

I 
operate under a new managemen~. 

since the above-men~inn-d proviAi4n~ contain no express reference 

to their territorial scope, lit appearJ that this 111ust be goV.rned by 
l 

the general rules on the 11pp~icatinn ojf la\\•s and is th•rcforo limited 
I 
t 

to the territory of Luxembour~. 
l 

In tho ... therlands, tho !Law n! ' ~ay 1981, the r.aw nn collective 

I 
agrtaements and the J,aw t'l" l.tt\irliJ t.n th~ do.:-r laration of .. wlu~the:r or not 

j 

the provisions of collective lagrePment~ have a binding effect apply to 
i 
I 
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transfers of undertakings or parts thereof as a result of an agreement, 

particularly a sales, leasing, land renting or usufruct agreement. 

Mergers are covered as agreements. 

The concepts "undertaking and part thereof" are defined in the 

explanatory memorandum accompanying the law implementing the Directive. 

The territorial scope of the legislation introduced by the Law of 

5 Hay 1981 appears to be governed by the general provisions applicable 

in this connection and is therefore limited to the territory of the 

Netherlands. 

Article 1639 aa paragraph 2 of the Civil Code excludes the crews 

of sea-going vessels from the scope of the Law of May 1981. 

In Portuguese law, the main provision is Article 37 (1) of the Law 

on employment contracts (LEC), contained in Decree-Law 49408 of 24 

November 1969. This covers purchases of businesses on any legal 

grounds, and "the transfer of the operation of the business" as a 

result of any type of legal act or fact. 

The fact that Article 37 focuses solely on "businesses", which is 

the same concept in Portuguese legal terminology as in French law, for 

e-xample, means th.'it it cnv••t·s .11 l t.ht• ros~ibi lities reffHTed to in the 

Directive, given that the transfer of "part of a business" would 

certainly be regarded in law as equivalent to the transfer of a 

business. 

There is then~fon• 110 dnllbt t!J.1t. t.hr> scnp~ nf th•' l'••l·tli<Jli<>»P law 

extends well beyond "legal transfen.;" and "mPrC)et·s". 
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As regards territorial scope, A~ticle 37 of the LEC covers 

transfers of existing "businesses" in the national territory, even if 

the head offices of the undertakings or companies in question are 

located outaide Portugal. 

Generally speaking, the LEC does aot apply to sea-going vessels 

(Article 8 of Decree-Law 49408 referred to above). However, it should 

be added that: 

a) the main thrust of Article 37 (and of the Directive) is 

repeated in a special law on tile work of crews of sea-going 

vessels, not only for transfers ,of the owning company (Article 

23 of Decree-Law 74/73 of 1 March), but also for transfers of 

the vessels themselves (Article 96 (2) of Decree-Law 74/73); 

b) the LEC also does not apply directly to dockworkers (Article 6 

of Decree-Law 49408); however, the special law governing dock 

workers lays down (Article 29 of Decree-Law 151/90 of 15 May) 

that the general ruleR gov~rninq employment contracts apply to 

all aspects of their work not covered by the same law; the 

outcome of all this is that At"ticle 37 applies to all dock 

workers. 

In the Federal Republic of Germany, the provisions implementing 

the Directive apply to any transfer of;a business or part thereof to 

another employer. 
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The concept of transfer covers any change of employer resulting 

from any legal act, i.e.: 

any conversion within the meaning of Article 1 of the Law on 

the conversion of companies and Articles 362 et seq. of the Law 

on limited companies and any merger within the meaning of 

Articles 339 et seq. of the Law on limited companies; 

any transfer effected by any form of agreement including an 

agreement which is invalid but has been executed and agreements 

relating to temporary transfer, particularly leasing 

agreements. 

Under German case law the rules on transfers also apply to 

bankruptcy proceedings. 

The territorial scope of the above-mentioned provisions appears to 

be determined by the general rules applicable in this connection. 

Finally, it should be noted that the protection for workers in the 

event of a transfer afforded by Article 613 a of the civil code applies 

to seamen. 
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In the united Kingdom Regulation 3Jof SI 1981/1794 on the transfer 

of undertakings applies to the transferl 

a) of an undertaking or,part thereof situated immediately before 

the transfer in the iUnited Ki;gdom, notwithstanding that the 

tran•fer is governed ~or effec~d by the law of a co~untry or 

territory outside t~e united i Kingdom or that the persons 

employed ordinarily work outsicl. the United Kin9dom under the 

law of a country o~ territo~y outside the united Kin!dom 

( Requlation 3 paragraphs 1 anc4 3) or that their contract of 
j 

employ,ment is governe4 by such law; 
i 

b) effected by sale or aome other'disposition or by operation of 

law in one or a serie~ of transactions (Requlation 3 paragraphs 

2 and 4). 

I 1 

The Requlation therefor1 appli•• Ito all cattttarie• of po .. ible 

' ! 

transfers, including donation,, l~very pf seisin by the executor of a 
j 

will and the legal transfer o~ a publicjunc:tertakiRg to ~ private owner, 
I 

but not including transfers b~ share t~eover. 

I 
The rules on transfers a~so apply ~n bankruptcy proceedinq•. 

i i 

' 
i 

With regard to the applipation of !Article 1 ( 3) of the Directive 

I 
("this Directive shall not: apply t~ sea-going vessels"), under 

' 
Regulation 2 (2) of the SI in~ question !tt·ansfers of vessels per se do 

; 

not come within by the scope of the 1aw.l 
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II. DEFINITIONS 

Article 2 

For the purposes of this Directive: 

a) •transferor• means any natural or legal pereon who, by 

reason of a transfer within the meaning of Article 1 (1), 

ceases to be the employer in respect of the undertaking, 

business or part of the business; 

b) •transferee• means any natural or legal person who, by 

reason of a transfer within the meaning of Article 1 (1), 

becomes the employer in respect of the undertaking, 

business or part of thP. business; 

c) •representativP.s of the employees• means the 

representatives of the employees provided for by the laws 

or practice of the Member States, with the exception of 

members of administrative, governing or supervisory bodies 

of companies who represent employees on such bodies in 

certain Member States. 

1. The text of this articl~ of the Directive has a dual function: 

it is obviously intended to h<nmnni z.:- concepts and terminology in a 

field where thet·e are mctny national diffet·ences (even if at the cost of 

some imprecision): in many !·lembPI' :.tat•~!; "transfer" i~ a specific, 

clearly defined cnncf!pt.) and, .1t t.ht> s.1m'-• tim•~. it st-rv•.'s to define the 

"subjective" or "personal" ,;c''l"' "f t.h•~ Directive_ 
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With reference to this second tunction, the definitions of 

transferor and transferee are clearly iptended to cover profit-making 

and non-profit-making natural or legal persons under both private and 

public law. 

As regards the concept ot "represeptatives of the employees", it 

should be stressed that, unlike the parallel definition in Directive No 

75/129/EEC on collective redundancie~, this article specifically 

excludes members of certain joint bodies in undertakings - a typical 

aspect of co-management who, alth~ugh "representatives of the 

employees", are to some extent involved in the decision-making process. 

only •representatives" who can act as a counterbalance to the employer 

in decision-making are covered by the definition given in the 

Directive. 

Another problem is whether the Directive requires Member states to 

introduce legislation on which the representative structures described 

in the definition can be based; 

This problem will be examined later·in the section on Article 6. 

2. In Belgium, Article 2 of collfctive Labour Agreement No 32 

defines the concepts of transferor and ttansferee as follows: 

transferor: any leg~l person who, by reason of a 

transfer within the me.,llling rJf cihe agreement, ceases to be the 

employer in respect of the employees of the undertaking or part 

thereof transferred; 
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transferee: any natural or legal person who, by reason of a 

transfer within the meaning of the agreement, becomes the 

employer in respect of the employees of the undertaking or part 

thereof transferred. 

In Denmark, the concepts of transferor, transferee and employer 

are not defined in Law No 111 of 1979. The Danish Government did not 

consider it necessary to include them, since these three concepts are 

well established in law. It is clear from the notes on the terms 

"undertaking" and "transfer" contained in the explanatory memorandum 

accompanying the draft law that these definitions are identical to 

those in Article 2 of the Directive. 

In Spanish law, the main provision on this subject is again 

Article 44 of the ET, which dn~>s nnt contain any definition of the 

concepts referred to in Article 2 of the Directive. 

Nevertheless the scope of the concept of "a change in the 

ownership of the undertaking ot· place of work or of an independent 

production unit belonging to the undertaking" is much broader than that 

of a "transfer" within the meaning of the Directive; the definitions 

contained in the Directive therefore have less weight than the spanish 

provisions. 

Under Articles 62 and fd of the ET the "legal representatives of 

til" <'flll'l(lyo•o•::•• .oto• ::lt"l' ::lo•wo~rol:; ••I til•· W~>tk:: 1'1111\lllilto•o•, itt 11tho•r· W111ol:: 

n~presentat i ve bodies which have nothing to do with the 

"administrative, governing ur Slif"'l''lisot·y bodies of companies" referred 

to in Article 2 of th~, Din>ct.ivo•. 
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In France, Article L 122-12 of the Labour code applies to cases 

where "there is a change in the legal status of the employer .. . . . . . , 

when employment contracts continue to exist between the new employer 

and the workforce. The article makes no reference to the terms 

"transferor" and "transferee". 

The fact that the article does not incorporate the definitions 

given in the Directive does not affect the application of the 

Directive. Article L 122-12 coven; a wider range of concepts than 

Article 1 of the Directive, and including the concepts of "transferor" 

and "transferee" would simply limit the scope of the former. 

The "representatives of the employees•• here are the works 

committee, thus fulfilling the requirements of the Directive. 

The concepts of transferor and transferee are incorporated in 

Greek law. The •representatives of the employees" are those referred 

to in the Law on works councils. Presidential Decree No 572, 

referredto earlier, excludes members of administrative, governing or 

supervisory bodies who represent the employees on these bodies. In the 

case of companies with less than 50 workers which do not have any 

representative bodies the law now provides for the establishment of a 

three-man committee elected by the workforce. 

In Ireland, Regulation 2 (2) l~ys down that the terms and 

expressions used in the Directive and in the Regulations have the same 

meaning in both texts. 
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However, the effect of this provision is not clear when it comes 

to determining who are the representatives of the employees. Irish law 

gives employers the right to choose whether or not to recognize 

workers• representatives (independent trade unions), and as a result, 

where there are no workers' representatives, the provisions of the 

Directive are not applied. 

Following the changes introduced by the Law of 29 December 1990, 

Italian law refers to union representatives appointed in accordance 

with the provisions of Article 19 of Law No. 30 of 20 Hay 1970 in the 

production units affected, in the absence of trade-unions affiliated to 

the most representative national organizations. 

There is no legal definition of the terms used in the Directive in 

Luxembourg or Netherlands legislation. 

Portuguese law also does not include any such definition. 

However, account must be taken of the scope of Article 37 of the LEC, 

which covers all types of transfer, whether or not the ownership of the 

business is affected (even transfers of operating rights are included); 

this means that the deciding factor is the transfer of "the status of 

employer in respect nf th•~ llnd•·r·t.lkin•J, bnsirH·~~~ or part then'!of". 

For the purposes of information and consultation as referred to in 

Article 6 of the Directive, tl1e "representatives of the employees" here 

are the "works conunitlL·e~l" (A.-tiel•· /.l (1) j) l)f L.iw No 46/79 of 1:' 

September), which are internal representative bodies comprising a 

number of members elected from tht> wrn-kfot·ce by the workforce. 
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In the Federal Republic of Germanx, the concepts of transferor and 

transferee are not used in Article 6lla of the Civil code, since they 

are restricted to transfers of rights in rem and to rights relating to 

cOIIIIIlercial transactions. This article ·Uses the concepts of "another or 

new employer• and •former employer", w~ich are not expressly defined by 

the Law of 13 August 1980. Neverthele~s, it is clear from Article 613a 

that the "new 8111ployer" is the natural or legal person or group of 

natural and/or legal persons, such as the •offene Handelsgesellschaft•, 

to which the business or part thereof is transferred and which 

therefore legally replaces the "former employer". 

Furthel'lftOre, the question of who represents of the employees is 

determined by Articles 111 and 112 of the Law on labour/lnanagement 

relations (Betriebaverfassuncgsgesetz), which lay down that transfers 

come within the ambit of the works committees. 
! 

In the United Kingdom, the 1~81 Regulations (1794) do not 

expressly define the concepts of transferor and transferee. 

Requlation 2 explains ._.hat is meant by "employee" and "relevant 

transfer" and states that the term "em~loyer" should be construed with 

reference to the definition of "employ~e" and the terms •transferor" 

and "transferee" with reference to the definition of "relevant 

transfer". 
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The representatives of the employees must be representatives of an 

independent trade union of the workers involved in the transfer, which 

is recognized by the employers as a negotiating partner (Article 10 (5) 

of the 1981 Regulations). This means that the employer can refuse to 

recognize a union or withdraw recognition from a union with which he 

has held negotiations. 
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i 
! 

SECTIOK II. SAFEGUARDING QF IMPLOYa~s· RIGHTS 

I 
I. TRANSFER OF THE EMPLOY~R'S RIGHTf AND OBLIGATIONS 

! 

Article 

1. '!'he transferor • • I ~igbts a d obligations arising fra. a 

contract of aaplo-yMnt or ft' an emplo,..llt relat:Lonabip 

exiatiq on the date of a t anafer within the .. anin9 of 

Article 1 (1) shall, ~Y reason f such tranafar, be tr.aa~red 
i to the tranaferee. 1 

I 
IIUiber states aay pQ:wida that, after the date ~ trander 

. I 

within the -.eaain9 of Article i 1 ( 1) and in addition. to the 

tranaferee, the tran,feror shill continue to be liable in 

r .. pect of obligati~na whicN aroae frO. a contract of 
I 

.-ploy.ent or an empl~nt rel~ionahip. 

I 
2. Following the tran.fer withi4 the .. aning of Article 1 (1), 

the transferee shall continu~ to observe the te~ and 

conditions a«Jreed in apy collec~ve agreement on the .... te~ 

applicable to the transferor u~der that a9r._nt, uatil the 
. ! 

date of termination or expiry tt the collective agr .... nt or 

the entry into forco or appl~cation of another collective 

agr .... nt. l . 
~r States may limit the 

eonditiona, with the proviso 

year. 

·L per.l,_. 
i 

tha~ 
l 

for ob .. rviag auch te~ and 

it shall not be leas than one 

! 

! I 
3. Para9raphs 1 and 2 "hall not fover employees • 

agtl, invalidity ot· ~urvivon; • 1 heMfita un.ier 

:::7 .::.~;:;r:::=:•i:::t :et~t::. ootoido 
I 
i 
I 
i 

rights to old

auppl...-ntary 

the ·~tutory 
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Member States shall adopt the measures necessary to protect the 

interests of employees and of persons no longer employed in the 

transferor • s business at the time of the transfer within the 

JReaning of Article 1 ( 1) in respect of rights conferring on 

them immediate or prospective entitlement to old-age benefits, 

including survivors• benefits, under supplementary schemes 

referred to in the first subparagraph. 

1. This article covers three different areas which may be affected 

by the transfer of an undertaking or business. 

First, the contents of employment contracts between the original 

employer and the workers in the undertaking or business concerned. The 

Directive follows the general tradition in most national legislative 

systems in providing that the contractual position of the original 

employer must be transferred to tlw transferee. In technical terms 

this means subrogating the rights and obligations of the transferor to 

the transferee. 

The fact that paragraph 1 of this article refers to rights and 

obligations "arising from a contract of employment" is not intended to 

be restrictive and does not exclude rights and obligations founded on 

laws, regulations or agreements, for example. Every aspect of the 

employer's contractual status, irrespective of origin, is thus 

transferred to the transferee. contracts of employment keep their 

original contents, or rather th•~ i1: r.nntent.s at the time of the 
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transfer. Furthermon•, t.ht-' trannt..-1· also ineoL·por·ates the o1·iginal 

employer's obligations dating from before the transfer, i.e. the 

transferor's debts. 

Paragraph l also provides for b•tter protection for employees· 

rights by making the transferor jointly liable for obligations arising 

for the transferee after the date of the transfer. This provision may 

be adopted by the Member states. ThP. Directive does not indicate what 

type of liability is intended (joint and several or other). 

The second subrogatory aspect covered by the Directive concerns 

"the terms and conditions agreed in any collective agreement" (Article 

3 (2)). 

The Directive thus also guarante•s that the collective agreement 

to which the transferor and the e~ployees were party before the 

transfer is automatically transferred. 

Strictly Bj"lE'o1kin'l, o'll lPOl!-11" iiC:l"CII'dinq t.n t.he thinkinq hf'hind SOnlt~ 

national systems, this i:; mPn.>ly a technicdl collat·y ot cuntn1..:t.ual 

subrogation, given th~t in most systems the conditions of employment 

established by collective agreement are automatically incorporated in 

individual contracts. 

What is important in paragraph 2.of this article is that it fixes 

a period for which undertakings are obliged to observe the collective 

agreement, and that it lE•ave~• H•~mb•.H· f.tates the scope to "limit the 

period for observing such to?L"m!'l and conditions, with the proviso that 

it shall not be lesn than o1w yt1ar·". 
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The first subparagraph of Article 3 (2) gives the final date for 

observing the terms and conditions agreed in any collective agreement 

as "the date of termination or expiry of the collective agreement or 

the entry into force or application of another collective agreement". 

The possibility provided for in the second subparagraph is 

therefore simply an extension of the rule contained in the first 

subparagraph, as a concession to the certainty of the law. 

There are some types of transfer in particular, such as mergers 

and incorporations, where it is especially important for there to be a 

gradual, careful transition from one or more agreements to another. 

The third aspect covered by Article 3 concerns supplementary 

company or inter-company pension schemes. Under the Directive 

employees• rights to old-age, invalidity or survivors• benefits under 

such schemes (Article 3 (3)) are not automatically transferred. 

on the other hand, the same paragraph requires the Member states 

to adopt "the measures necessary to protect the interests of employees 

and of persons no longer employed in the transferor's business ( ... ) in 

respect of rights confert-ing on them immediate or prospective 

entitlement to old-age benet its, including survivors· benefits", under 

such supplementary schemes. 

The transferor's obligations arising from these schemes are 

therefore not tran:>f<>t·n,d, hut .~ach Member state is obliged to 

introduce measure~; t" pn>t.r'<:t thf· r·i•Jhts in question (except those to 

invalidity benefits), anrl in pal"ti.cul<u- to lay down rules on pension 

funds etc. 
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2. Under Belgian law, the principle of maintaining employees• 

rights and obligations arising from a contract of employment existing 

on the date of a transfer is laid down in Article 5 (1) of collective 

Labour Agreement No 32 of 28 February 1978. under Article 3 (3) of 

this Agreement the expression "contract of employment" also covers an 

employment relationship between a person who, other than under a 

contract of employment, carries out work under another's authority, and 

the person who employs him. 

Furthermore, it is accepted under Belgian law that the rights and 

obligations arising from a contract of employment are not limited to 

those expressly stipulated in the contract, but include all those 

resulting from the existence and performance of such a contract. 

The principle of shared liability between transferor and 

transferee in respect of the obligations arising from an employment 

contract or relationship has not been introduced in Belgium. 

Article 20 of the Law of 5 December 1968 on collective labour 

agreements and joint committees contains provisions similar to those 

contained in the first subparagraph of Article 3 (2) of the Directive. 

It stipulates that: 

"where a business has been partially or wholly transferred, the 

new employer shall observe the agreement binding by the former 

employer until such tim·~ an tht• aqreement ceases to have effect". 

The Belgian government has not availed itself of the possibility 

provided for in the second subparaqraph of Article 3 (2) of the 

Directive. 
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Furthermore, Article 5 (2) of Collective Agreement No 32 

stipulates that: 

the Agreement does not cover the transfer of employees• rights 

to old-age, survivors' and invalidity benefits under 

supplementary pension schemes; 

it does not affect special schemes deriving from law or other 

collective agreements. 

This latter provision takes account of the following: 

a) The bridging pension scheme (regime de prepension) provided for 

in the Law of 22 December 1977 (Articles 68-80), which affords 

supplementary compensation to unemployed persons who have 

retired voluntarily in the five years preceding normal 

retirement age. The beneficiary retains this protection if the 

firm he leaves or has left is transferred. 

b) Other supplementary schemes set up under agreements concluded 

within the National Labour Council (such as Agreement No 17 of 

19 December 1974, which set up the first form of bridging 

pension scheme, the contractual or compulsory scheme) . The 

provisions of such agreements make it perfectly clear that the 

right to benefits does not depend on whether a worker is 

employed by a given firm and that the recipient retains his 

entitlement to such bentd its no matter what happens to his 

firm. 

No particular pt·nvi~;ion h.1:: lu.><'ll madt• to i.mplem~>nt the secund 

subparagraph of Article 3 (3). 1'h•~ nxist.ing instruments, particularly 
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the Law of 9 July 1975 on the control of insurance companies, provide 

for the safeguarding of employ~es• imme-iate or prospective entitlement 

to old-age benefits at the time of th. transfer, whether or not they 

have left the firm. 

However, the rights in question world not appear to be safeguarded 

if they form part of arrangements unde~ a collective agreement and if, 

as a result of the transfer, the company is no longer operating in the . 
sector of activity covered by that agre~ment. 

In Denmark, Article 2 (1) of the Law of 21 March 1979 incorporates 

into Danish law the principle laid do.n in the first subparagraph of 

Article 3 (l) of the Directive. 

The optional principle that the transferor and transferee should 

share joint liability, the adoption of which by the Member States is 

provided for in the second subparagrap' of Article 3 (1), has not been 

incorporated into Danish law. 

Article 2 ( 1) of the Law of 21 ttarch 1979 provides that, in the 

event of a transfer of a business or part thereof, the rights and 

obligations deriving, at th~ time of 'the transfer, from a collective 

agreement on pay or tnrm~ anrl condit.ilons of employment shall devolve 

immediately upon t·h•' t·•·•Hl::I••L'~"'•'· 

The Danish Government llas not aviailed itself of the possibility 

provided for in the seconq subpara~aph of Article 3 (2) of th~ 

' 
Directive to limit the period for nbsetving the terms and conditions of 

i 

employment. 
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Article 2 (3) of the Law of 21 March 1979 reproduces the wording 

of the first subparagraph of Article 3 (3) of the Directive. 

Illllltldiate or prospective entitlement to old-age benefits, 

including survivors• benefits, with respect to employees remaining with 

or leaving the firm at the time of th£> transfer is safeguarded by the 

Law governing pensions funds. This act guarantees, among other things, 

that contributions paid to a pension fund shall remain intact even if 

the employee transfers to another company. 

In Spain, Article 44 (1) of the ET provides that "a change in the 

ownership of an undertaking, place of work or independent production 

unit shall not constitute grounds for terminating an employment 

relationship, since the new employer remains bound by the same rights 

and obligations as the previous employer". 

This paragraph also lays down that the transferor and transferee 

share joint and several liability for three years in respect of 

obligations dating from before the transfer (taking up the option 

provided for in the second subparagraph of Article 3 (1) of the 

Directive). 

Article 97 (2) of the Ley General de la Seguridad social (General 

Law on social security: Decree 206S/1974 of 30 May) on liability for 

social security benefits, provides that: 

"In the event of succession to the ownership of an undertaking, 

industry or ~usiness, the new owner shares joint and several liability 

with the previous owner or his heirs in respect of the payment of 

benefits entitlun11~nt tn whid1 dati':; fn,m l>•.•frnQ the succession( ... )". 
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obviously this rule applies only to benefits paid by the employer 

under the statutory social security system, whereas the Directive 

covers "supplementary company or inter-company pension schemes". 

Under the General Law the statutory social security system 

provides a "minimum compulsory" degree of protection, althouqh it is 

expressly stipulated that "better prOtection may be provided on a 

voluntary basis" (Article 21 (1) and (2)). Voluntary improvements are 

covered by a series of provisions in the same Law (Articles 181-185); 

they may be "direct", i.e. decided on ~nd implemented by the employer 

himself (Article 182), or they may take the form of "additional 

contributions" authorized by the MinistfY of Labour. 

Article 182 (2) provides for the protection of employees' rights 

acquired on the basis of theose "dirPct" schemes; such rights can be 

terminated or limited only in accordance with the rules under which 

they were created. 

Furthermore, the system of additional contributions (Articles 184 

and 185) is clearly based on the n•ed to ensure that the rights 

involved are safeguarded unchanged. 

These rights may therefore be regarded as falling well within the 

scope of Article 44 ( 1), and a~; :>~Jch i:hey must be included among the 

rights and obligations by which the llf?I.O owne1· is bound. 

Spanish law tlltlr; r.nmpliP:; \,•Jth th•' nir•>ctive, and may even be 

regarded as more favourable. 
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In France, Article L 122-12 (2) of the Labour Code lays down that 

where a change occurs in the legal situation of the employer, all 

contracts of employment existing on the date of the change continue to 

apply between the new employer and the employees of the undertaking. 

The courts interpret the concept of "existing contract of 

employment" in the broadest possible manner. Article L 122-12 (2) 

covers all contracts of employment without exception (common law 

contracts or special types); in the case of an employee dismissed by 

the transferor, the contract continues in effect until the end of the 

period of notice, whether or not the employee continues to work during 

this period. 

Employees taken on by the transferee retain the seniority acquired 

before the change of employer and all the benefits they enjoyed under 

their contract. They also have the same obligations towards the 

transferee as they had towards the transferor. 

As regards the second subparagraph of Article 3 (1) of the 

Directive, Law 83-528 of 28 June 1983 implementing the Directive added 

an Article 122-12.1 to the Labour code after Article 122-12. 

Under this new article, •.vhPt't:> contracts of employment are 

transferred pur·slr;wt tn Artic:l<> r. J/;>-12, the new employer becomes 

rt!!>ponsibl~ for thl' pr···vi••ll:~ ••mpl"y•·r·•:; ohli<1ations on the date of the 

t t·.1nsfer. 

On the other hand, the transferor remains liable for debts vis-a-

\'I;> t.hu emp1oy•~e~; d.1tinq fr·nm loo>fnt·,, tlH' transfer and he mllst 
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As regards Article 3 ( 2) of the Directive, the seventh 

subparagraph of Article L 132-8 of the·Labour Code states that, in the 

event of a merger, transfer or divisio~ of a business, or a change in 

its activities, the collective agreement which originally applied shall 

continue to apply until it is replace~ by a new agreement or, in the 

absence of such an agreement, for one year from the date on which the 

legal status of the employer changes. In this latter case, the 

employees keep any individual benefits which they have already acquired 

under the agreement. 

collective agreements concluded at levels other than company level 

(sector, occupation or multi-occupatipn) continue to apply to the 

company provided that the new employer .is a signatory or member of the 

signatory bodies to the agreement, or if the agreement is covered by an 

extension order. 

The provisions of the Labour code which implement the Directive do 

not specifically guarantee to protect employees • immediate or 

prospective rights under supplementary schemes. However, under Article 

L 132-8 employees retain any "individual benefits" which they have 

already acquired under the previous collective agreement - after the 

period of one year has elapsed or once • new agreement has been signed. 

The concept of "acgnit·ed bencfi~s" has not yet been clearly 

defined, but as a gPneral rule the ~onrts tend to regard them as 

entitlements from which the emplny.~e> h<~s already benefited and which he 

has therefore acquired. 

Rights und•~t· :1ll(lp I ""'"Ill ;u:y pen:; i ''II sclu.'mes in the event of a 

transfer are safeguarded: 
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1. in the case of non-manual supervisory staff 

by Articles 57-58 of Annex I to the national collective 

agreement on pensions and social security of 14 March 1977; 

by supplementary agreement A.J of 27 December 1961; 

2. in the case of non-supervisory staff 

by the national inter-occupational agreement on pensions of 

8 December 1961; 

by the protocol of october 1976 and Article 35 of the 

rules of procedure of the ARRCO. 

These provisions guarantee the rights of former employees to old

age benefits no matter what becomes of the firm employing them 

(closure, merger, incorporation, transfer). 

As described earlier, in (;t·epr.p the safeguarding of rights and 

obligations arising from a contract uf employment is enshrined in Laws 

2112/1920 and 3514/1928. The sam·~ principle was later laid down in a 

law specifically on the Dit·ective, Presidential Decree No 572 of 6 

Ot>cember 1988. 

In line with Article 472 of the Gt·,,ek civil Code (although this is 

restricted to company tt·ansfet· cnntt·acts), the Decree stipulates that 

the transferor and tt·.insft~t-PL' <il"•' iotntly liable for detJts dating from 

bPtore the transfer. 

Again following ·~•u- 1 i Pt· l·•qo~l qtttd••ltn85, the transferee is 

rt-quir·ed to obset·ve th<> cnndit!••ll,; ni ,,mploymo>nt laid down in a 

coll•>ctive agreemt>nt. 
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Greek law does not appear t~ contain any provisions on 

safeguarding rights under supplementary: insurance schemes. 

Under Irish law, Regulation 3 oif the 1980 Regulations on the 

safeguarding of employees' rights on transfer of undertakings 

reproduces the wording of Article 3 111: of the Directive. 

The principle that transferor ancl transferee should share joint 

liability for obligations arising from an employment contract has not 

been incorporated into Irish law. 

on the subject of conditions of e~ployment laid down in collective 

agreements, Article 4 (1) of the 1~80 Regulations reproduces the 

wording of the first subparagraph of Adticle 3 (2) of the Directive. 

The Irish government has not av.iled itself of the possibility 

provided for in the second subpara~aph of Article 3 (2) of the 

Directive to limit the period for observing terms and conditions 

contained in a collective agreement. 

on the subject of A~ticle 3 (J) ot the Directive, Article 4 (2) of 

the Regulation implementing the Diref:tive states that it shall not 
i 

apply, in relation to emplpyees' r i~hts, to old-age, invalidity or 

survivors• benefits under supplementa~y schemes outside the statutory 

social security schemes. 

The second :1P.Ilt•mce n{ Artic:l•}: 4 (2) of the 1980 Regulatiou:: 

I 
stipulates that th~ transfet·ee shall protect the interests of employ•••·.; 

and of persons 1111 l"ll'l•'l" •"'mplny .. d ill ;the transferor's bu~;inef:s at" 1 h•.• 

i 

time of the tranBfpr· ill l"P::IIlf!Ct of r·i1hts canfet·rinq on tlo•·m inuto••di:tl•· 
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or prospective entitlement to old-age benefits, including survivors' 

benefits, under supplementary pension schemes outside the statutory 

social security scheme. 

It should be stressed that whilst the Regulation provides for the 

possibility of criminal prosecution of a transferee who fails to comply 

with the requirement of Article 4 (2), it makes no provision for civil 

action. 

In Italy, Article 47 of Law No. 428 of 29 December 1990 concerning 

"disposizioni per l'adempimento di obblighi derivanti dall'appartenenza 

dell'Italia alle communita europee (legge comunitaria peril 1990) 

amended the provisions of Article 2112 of the Civil Code, which largely 

governed the rights of employees in the event of the transfer of an 

undertaking. on the other hand, Article 1 of Law No. 215 of 26 April 

1978 lays down the principle that the rights and obligations of 

employees arising from a contract of employment existing on th~ date of 

the transfer should be maintained. 

However, if the undertaking is declared to be in a state of crisis 

in accordance with the provisions of Article 2 (5) (c) of Law No 675 of 

12 August 1977, Article 1 of Law No 215 of 1978 allows the rights of 

employees regarding senint·ity at·ising from a contract of employment to 

be set aside in the event of a transfer if an agreement has been 

concluded to this eff ... ct h• .. two•o,'ll t.ho• mcn;t t·epresentative trade union!'> 

and the transf~1·ae. 

Article ·2112 of the civil Code lays down that the transferee is 

jointly liable with the transferot· for all claims arising from work 

carried out by tht~ empluy• .. e up to th~ elate of the transfer. 
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However, this applies only if the! transferee was aware of these 

debts at the time of the transfer or if they are shown in the records 

of the undertaking transferred or in th~ employment register. 

The above-mentioned Article 47 : provides that conditions of 

employment settled by collective agreement may be automatically 

maintained after the transfer by the tr,nsferee. 

There also appear to be no laws, qegulations or administrative or 
! 

contractual provisions applying to supplementary company or inter-

company pension schemes outside the statutory social security schemes. 

There are no laws, regulations ot administrative or contractual 

provisions ensuring the impl•mentation, of the second subparagraph of 

Article 3 (3) of the Directive. 

In Luxelllbourg, Article 36 of the. Law of 24 Hay 1989 governing 

employment contracts lays down the prin,iple that the rights of workers 

arising from a contract of emFloyment s~ould be maintained in the event 

of changes in the situation of the ;employer, particularly through 

succession, sale, merger or conversion of assets. 

The cases of transfer d"fined in !Article 1 ( 1) of the Directive 

fall within the scope of these articles~ 

The joint liability of. the tt·a"sfet·or and the transferee in 

respect of obligations arising from a contract of employment has not 
i 
i 

been introduced in Luxembourg~ 



The Law of 18 March 1981 enunciates the principle that on the 

transfer of a business the transferee must observe terms and conditions 

of employment and pay contained in a collective agreement to the extent 

that these were binding on the transferor, until such time as the 

collective agreement is terminated or expires or a new collective 

agreement applies or enters into force. 

Under existing laws and practice, the concept of rights deriving 

from a contract of employment embraces employees• entitlement to 

benefits under supplementary pension schemes. These rights are 

therefore transferred to the transferee pursuant to Article 36 of the 

Law of 24 May 1989 governing employment contracts. 

It would appear that the rights of persons no longer employed by a 

firm at the time of its transfer in respect of old-age benefits are not 

guaranteed. 

The second subparagraph of Article 3 (3) would therefore seem to 

apply only to workers still in the firm's employ. 

In the Netherlands, Article 1639 bb of the civil code lays down 

that by reason of the transfer of an undertaking, the rights and 

obligations arising from a cont~act of employment concluded between the 

head of that undertaking and a worker employed there are automatically 

transferred to tlw tL"itJH>If·L·····. 

Under the same article the previous employer remains jointly 

liable with the transferee for a period of one year after the transfer 

in respect of obligations arising from the contract of employment 

before the date of the transfer. 
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under the terms of Article 14 (a) of the Law on collective 

agreements and Article 2 (a) of the Law on the statement of the 

obligatory or non-obligatory nature of the provisions of collective 

agreements, the rights and obligations of the head of an establishment 

deriving, when the transfer takes place, from a collective agreement 

between the head of an establishment and the employees shall be 

transferred automatically to the transferee. 

The old collective agreement shall cease to be operative when the 

transferee becomes party to a new collective agreement or has to apply 

the provisions of another collective, agreement in pursuance of a 

decision making such provisions generally compulsory. The same rule 

applies on the expiry of the old collective agreement. 

The Dutch Government has not availed itself of the possibility of 

limiting the period of validity of an earlier collective agreement to 

one year as provided for in the second subparagraph of Article 3 (2) of 

the Directive. 

On the subject of supplementary [lens ion schemes, Article 1639 cc 

of the civil code states that pension commitments within the meaning of 

Article 2 (l) of tlw Law <"lll p<>nf;irm and Ravings funds, or savings 

schemes within the meaning of At-ticle J ( 1) of that Law, are not 

covered by the provisions of the Law of 14 Hay 1981. 

Article 1 ( 1) (<1) of I h•t J,i'lw on JWnfoion anrl Raving!> fundR applie5 

to old-age, invalidity at· !;'lu·vivun-;' .pensions, whilst Article 3 ( 1) 

applies to retirement pen~;~ona paid 'out. of funds built up by the 

employers under an occupat inna 1 p~'ll~-; i ntt :;chemP-
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The Law on pension and savings funds provides for the protection 

of the interests of employees and persons no longer working for the 

firm at the time of its transfer in respect of their rights as referred 

to in the second subparagraph of Article 3 (3) of the Directive. 

However, certain types of supplementary pensions do not benefit from 

the protection afforded by this Law. 

Paragraph 2 of Article 1639 cc of the Law of 14 May 1981 therefore 
I 

provides that the transferee and the transferor are jointly responsible 

with respect to obligations incumbent on the latter on the date of the 

transfer by virtue of pension commitments not guaranteed by the Law on 

pension and savings funds. This applies equally to pensions to which 

entitlement is still being built up at the time of the transfer and to 

pensions already being paid by the transferor. This responsibility 

applies solely to obligations subsisting at the time of the transfer. 

The new employer is thus not automatically bound to continue paying 

into an employees • pension fund. It should be noted that the joint 

responsibility of the transferor and transferee provided for in the 

second paragraph of Article 1639 cc also extends to invalidity 

pensions. 

commitments vis-a-vis employees who occupy a "position of strength in 

the firm". since 1 March 1981, owners of shares representing at least 

one tenth of the firm's issued capital may, under certain conditions, 

be exempt fr.om the guarantee provided for in Article 2 (1) of the Law 
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on pension and savings funds. Under Article 29 of that Law workers who 

indirectly own shares may also be exempt from the guarantee. This 

exemption is justified by the fact tha~ these employees, by virtue of 

their position in the firm, are sufficiently well placed to safeguard 

pension rights already built up. 

In Portugal, Article 37 (1) of the,LEC provides that: 

"Whatever form the transfer should take, the legal situation of 

the employer resulting from contracts of employment shall be 

transferred to the transferee of the undertaking in which the workers 

are employed, except where the contrac;t of employment has terminated 

prior to the transfer, or where the original employer and the 

transferee have agreed that the origj.nal employer will continue to 

employ the workers in another undertaking ... " 

This makes it clear that the principle of transferring the rights 

and obligations of the employer applies only if an employment 

relationship currently exists between employer and workers. 

It should be add€ld, however, that Article 37 ( 2) also protects 

workers whose contracts hav~ terminated before the transfer and who 

have outstanding claims vis-a-vis the original employer. 

However, Article 37 (2) lays down that .. the transferee of the 

business shall be jointly 1 iable for any of the original employer • s 

obligations which Lll l du•• in t h•• ni>e months preceding the transfer, 

even if such obligations ~elrit~ to workers whose contracts have 

terminated, provided that thnse concerned submit claims in this respect 

before the date of the tran:~ft>t .... 
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This limitation on the transferee's liability for debts that ha~e 

fallen due in the six months preceding the transfer and the fact that 

workers to whom money is due have only a very short time within which 

to submit their claims raise serious doubts about the extent to which 

the Portuguese law complies with the provisions of the Directive, which 

provide• for the automatic transfer to the transferee of all the rights 

and obligations of the transferor. 

With regard to the collective aspects of the problem, Article 9 of 

Decree-Law 519-Cl/79 of 29 December (statutory rules on collective 

bargaining) lays down that in the event of the transfer of all or part 

of an undertaking or business, the transferee must observe any 

collective agreement or other collective instrument binding on the 

tranaferor until its expiry. 

It should be pointed out that under Portuguese law there are two 

types of collective instruments: collective agreements and 

administrative regulations (portarias). 

The Decree-Law makes no p1·ovision for exceptions as regards the 

nature of the rights guaranteed. In principle entitlements deriving 

from supplementary pensi~n schemes are also transferred to the 

transferee (provided that the transferee already has obligations in 

respect of such rights). 

It should be :-;t t··~~H;ed, hnw•'VPI., that under the Law on collective 

bargaining (DecreL•-Law 519-Cl//'J ,,~fet-red to earlier) supplementary 

benefits in addition to tho~·· pruvidt>rl by the !itatutory social security 

schemes may not ll•• inl.t"(Hiti<'••d •>1 lt•qtii.Jt·t>d by c.:ulb~r:t.iv•• agre~m·•nt 

(Article 6 ( 1) 1. 
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The affect of this should havel been to rule out any such 
! 

supplementary schemes; howevelr, this ~as far from true in practice 

(many agreements, whether formal or if formal, contain provisions on 

this type of scheme). Today Pcrtuguese legislation (Decree-Law 221/89) 

allows for the setting-up of supplement~y pension schemes by agreement 

between an undertaking or a group of un~rtakings and their employees. 
; 

In the Federal Re ubli~ of Ge Article 613 a.l., first 

sentence, of the civil code provides transfer to the transferee 

of employment relationships existing onothe date of the transfer of an 

establishment or part thereof without tl1e need for a special legal act. 

Under Article 613 a.2. of the ci~l code the transferor and the 
~ 

transferee are jointly liable in respect of debts arising from the 

employment relationship before the dateiof the transfer which fall due 

within twelve months of the t~ansfer. rhere such debts fall due aftet• 

the transfer, the previous employer is ~esponsible only for the period 

up to the date of the transfer. 

Pursuant to the second .sentence pf Article 613 a of the civil 

Code, rights and obligations 9overned b~ the provisions of a collective 

agreement or plant aqreement shall b+come an integral part of the 

employment rel~tionR!~j._P.. bet ween tlw J~w employer and the employee. 

They may not be modi tied· t.o the detr iJtent of the employee before the 

expiry of the year followin;q tlw da~e of the transfer. The third 
! 

sentence of this same article provides that the rule described above 

shall not apply when the t·i~ht:; and qhliqations are governed in the 
j 

transferee's firm or establishment by the provisions of another 

collective agreement oL· plant· agreom~nt~ 
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Finally, the fourth sentence of this article states that rights 

and obligations governed by the provisions of a cdllective agreement or 

plant agreement may be modi! ied before the expiry of the time limit 

referred to in the second sentence only if the collective agreement or 

plant agreement concluded by the transferor has expired or if, in the 

absence of a collective agreement binding the two parties, the new 

employer and employees agree to conclude a new collective agreement. 

Pursuant to case law developed by the Federal Labour Court, under 

the terms of the first paragraph of Article 613 a of the Civil code the 

transferee is bound to honour old-age pension rights acquired or in the 

process of being acquired. 

The transferee is thus obliged to take the place of the transferor 

as regards such rights in respect of pension or provident funds 

afforded by the transferot·. The same applies to prospective pension 

rights under inter-company schemes. 

The interests of employees and persons no longer working for the 

transferor's firm at the time of the transfer as regards the rights 

referred to in the second subparagraph of Article 3 (2) are safeguarded 

in various ways under Germi'ln law. As mentioned earlier, the Federal 

Labour court has ruled that tl1P transfPre~ is obliged under Article 613 

(1) of the Civil code to honour immediate or prospective entitlement to 

old-age benefits. 
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The transfet·or, fot· his part, muSlt honour rights conferring on 

employees who no longer work for the ~firm immediate or prospective 

entitlement to benefits at the time of the transfer. In the event of 

the transferor's insolvency, liability. is transferred to the body 

providing insurance against insolvency._ However, under Article 7 ( 3) 

of the Law on the improvememt of occupational retire .. nt pensions, 

current benefits for which the insurer$ are liable are limited to an 

amount equal to three times the maxiJnum monthly wages taken into 

consideration in calculating employee•• contributions to statutory 

insurance schemes. 

In the united Kingdom, Regulation 5~1) of s.r. 1981/1794 lays down 

the principle that in the event of a t~ansfer the rights and 

obligations of employees arising from a contract of employment existing 

on the date of the transfer •re maint'*ned. Under Regulations 5 ( 2) 

and 2 (1), however, it appears that all,rights and obligations arising 

directly or indirectly from a contract of employment are transferred. 

The joint liability of the transferor and the transferee in 

respect of obligations arising from a contract of employment has not 

specifically been introduced in the united Kingdom. 

Furthermore, Regulation fi of s.;r. 1981/1794 is intended to 

guarantee that any 1·ight or <'luvantaq~ conferred on an employee or 

arising directly or imht·eetly ft·om <t coQll~ctiva agreement ismaintained 

after the transfer, whether or not it forms part of his contract of 

employment, ancl to ensure 'that it -is thet·efore transferred in 

accordance with t lw JH·nvi :-;ionn of Rf'I"JUl.ltion 5 of the same instrument. 
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The collective provisions of collective agreements (such as those on 

membership of trade unions, disciplinary procedures and complaint, 

recognition and negotiation procedures) are not all regarded as 

conditions of employment and are not normally included in individual 

employment contracts. Regulation 6 ensures that these rights and 

advantages are transferred together with the other employment 

conditions. 

Regulation 6 does not overrule Section 18 of the 1974 Trade union 

and Labour Relations Act, which states that collective agreements are 

in general not legally binding. 

This means that collective agreements continue to be legally 

unenforceable unless the parties stipulate otherwise; the transferee 

may therefore reject or simply overrule the terms of a collective 

agreement concluded by the transferor of the undertaking. 

Regulation 7 of the 1981 Regulations states that the provisions of 

the instrument do not apply to employees' rights under occupational 

pension schemes within the meaning of the 1975 social security Pensions 

Act or the social security Pensions (Northern Ireland) order. It is 

felt in the united Kingdom that the provisions of the Social security 

Act 1973 and the Social Security Pensions Act 1975 are sufficient to 

comply with the requirements of Article 3 (3) of the Directive and that 

no other measures are necessat·y. 
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Non-statutory pension schemes in the united Kingdom are covered by a 

special law, the Trust Law. contribut;ions to such schemes are paid 

into a different account from the &JI1)loyer • s other assets, and he 

cannot usa this money for any other purpose. Pension funds are 

administered by trustees who very often include representatives of the 

workera•. Under the Social Security Act 1973 it i1 compullory to 

maintain the pension rights • of employ••• with at least two years• 

service who leave their employer before retirement age. E•ployeea who 

do not fulfil these conditions usually •ave their pension contributions 

reimbursed. Additional protection is provided by the Employment 

Protection (Consolidation) Act 1978, un-er which contributions (up to a 

certain limit) which remain unpaid by aD insolvent employer are paid by 

the Redundancy Fund. 

Finally, under the 1975 Policyholders Protection Act, workers 

whose pension rights are directly or indirectly protected under an 

insurance policy have 90% of their entitlement guaranteed if the 

original insurance company cannot honour its commitments. Where this 

is the case there are provisions for arranging a new policy or, in 

exceptional cases, for paying future benefits in cash. 
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II. PROTECTION AGAINST OISHISSAL 

Article 4 

1. 'l'he transfer of an undertaking, business or part of a 

business shall not in itself constitute grounds for 

dis~nissal by the transferor or the transfer... This 

provision shall not stand in the way of dismissals that .. y 

take place for economic, technical or organizational 

reasons entailing changes in the workforce. 

Meaber states may provide that the first subparagraph shall 

not apply to certain specific categories of employees who 

are not covered by thn lnwa or practice of the Melftber 

States in respect of protection against dismissal. 

2. If the contract of or the e.ployment 

relationship is terminated because the transfer within the 

.-aning of Article 1 (1) involves a substantial change in 

working conditions to the detriment of the employee, the 

employer shall be regarded as having been responsible for 

termination of the contract of eaployment or of the 

e1nployment relationship. 

1. There is a clear link between the principles enshrined in this 

article and in Articlo 3, but not :a11:h .1:; t" m.1ke either r~~dundant. 
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After the transfer, and without prejudice to the automatic 

transfer of employment relationships described in Article 3, the new 

employer may well find it necessary or convenient to dismiss some of 

the workers he employed before the transfer. The transferor himself, 

having disposed of part of his business, may well decide the same. 

A transfer cannot in principle constitute grounds for dismissal. 

However, this principle has limited application: it does not cover 

situations where there is a staff surplus, and where the employer 

(transferor or transferee) can always dismiss individual workers or 

introduce collective redundancies on economic grounds. 

It should be pointed out that the second subparagraph of Article 4 

(1) excludes only those "specific categories of employees" who are not 

covered by other more general provisions on protection against 

dismissal. 

Paragraph 2 defines "indil·act di1111issal", i.e. the termination of 

the contract of employment by the employee, but on grounds such that 

the employer is regarded as responsible for the termination. 

The provisions of Article 3 (l) and (2) indicate that the 

Directive here refers only to "normal" changes in working conditions 

decided on and implemented by the employer: there is no need for more 

S(>ecific ruleR on thil'l point, lll·c.wirl€:"d that the general provisions of 

the contract of employment incm·pm·att"• the basic idea contained in 

Article 4 (2). 
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In Belgiua, under Article 6 of collective Agreement No 32 a change 

of e~~~ployer does not constitute grounds for disaisaal. This Article 

should be •••n in the light of Article 1 of the same Agreement, which 

liait• the scope of this text, stipulating that the Agreement is 

de•igned to aafeguard employees' rights in all cases involving a chant• 

of .aployer as a result of the contractual transfer of a business of 

par~ thereof. Article 6 does not therefore apply to changes of employer 

which are not of a contractual nature. 

Article 6 ( 2) of the Agreement states that workers who change 

their elftployer may be dismissed on serious grounds or for economic 

reaaona. It should also be pointed out that Article 37 of the Law of 3 

July 1978 allows an employer to dismiss an elftployee without stating the 

C)rounds, provided formal notice is given as required by the said 

article. subparagraph 1 of Article 4 (1) of the Directive implies that 

C)rounds should be given for dismissal if it is to be considered valid. 

collective Agr .. ment No 32 contains no clear provision to this effect. 

Moreover, Article 7 of collective Agre~nt No 32 excludes three 

categories of employers from the provisions of Article 6 above: 

1. employees who are engaqed subject to a probationary period~ 

2. employ ... nearing the age of retirement; 

3. persons bound by a student's contract of employment 

pursuant to tht:' l..aw of J .July 1978 on employment contracts. 
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Under Belgian law, these three categories of employees are 

protected against dismissal by Articles 48, 81, 83, and 130 of the Law 

of 3 July 1978 on employment contracts. Under subparagraph 2 of Article 

4 ( 1) of the Directive only employees not covered by the "laws or 

practice of the Member states in respect of protection against 

dblli .. al• MY be excluded from the benefit of the proviaiona of the 

first subparagraph of Article 4 (1), which are embodied in Article 6 of 

collective Agreement No 32. 

under Article 8 of Collective Agr .. ment No 32, the termination of 

a contract of employment on the grounds that a transfer entails a 

substantial change in the conditions of employment to the detriment of 

the employee is tantamount to a unilat~ral repudiation of the contract 

on the part of the employer. 

It should be noted that the courts in Belgium have long recognized 

the concept of "an act equivalent to termination". They hold that if 

one of the parties modifies a key eleme•t of the contract of employment 

without the agreement of the other party, that party thereby assumes 

responsibility for breaking the contract. 

In Danish law, Article 3 Ill of Law No 111 of 21 March 1979 

provides that dismissal in connection with the transfer of a business 

or part thereof shall be deemed unfair unless economic, technical or 

organizational reasons naces~ritatinCJ changes in the workforce apply. 

All categor ietl (It wot·kl.•t·:: ;u··~ cnvl' l"t>ol hy this t·u le. 
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It is a key principle of Danish labou~ law that the employer has 

the right to decide on the size of the workforce to be employed in the 

undertaking. There are therefore no laws or general practice in 

respect of protection against dismissal on unspecified grounds. The 

principal agreement between the main union organizations contains 

provisions on the grounds for payment of compensation to workers 

employed for at least nine months in an undertaking who have been 

dismissed unfairly or on grounds not relating to the situation of the 

employer or the undertaking. 

The law contains similar rules on legal relations between 

employers and employees, but the principle is more widely applied 

outside rather than in the field covered directly by the trade unions• 

principal agreement and the Law on employees. 

Article 3 (2) of Law No 111 of 21 March 1979 stipulates that with 

regard to the legal relations between employer and employee, 

termination of an employment contract on the grounds that the transfer 

entails a substantial change in working conditions to the detriment of 

the employee is deemed to be equivalent to dismissal. 

In spain, Article 44 ( 1) o! the ET lays down that a change in 

ownership of an undertaking, place of work or independent production 

unit shall not terminate the employment relationship. It is therefore 

clear that under the Spanish system a transfer cannot be the cause of 

the automatic termination of a c:ontLlct of C>mployment. 
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However, this does not solve the question of whether a transfer 

can constitute grounds for dismissal ·by the employer (transferor or 

transferee). 

There is no question that the rule that the new employer takes 

over the rights and obligations of the former owner clearly indicates 

the intention of the Directive. 

Under Article SO(l)(a) of the ET "substantial changes in working 

conditions which are not in keeping with the employee • s skills or 

dignity" are deemed to be fair grounds for the employee to request the 

termination of his contract. 

Paragraph 2 of the same article provides that, in such cases, the 

employee shall be entitled to compensation for unfair dismissal, i.e. 

for the irregular termination of his contract by the employer. 

spanish law is therefore broadly in line with the Directive on 

this subject. 

In French law, a transferor or transferee may not cite the 

transfer of a business as grounds for dismissal. 

Firstly, as far a~ the transferor is concerned, the second 

subparagraph of Article L 122-12, t·eferred to above, prohibits him from 

using the impending transf~r of his business as a pretext for 

dismissing certain Pmploy•· .. ~-;. Tllf" courts have ruled that dismissals 

announced by the transferor· br•f<>r·L· t lw tt-<Hlsfet· and t·Psultin':J in th•.' 

loss of rights to wl11ch emplQYL'l':; <Ht.:• li!ntitled undet· Article L 122- 12 

should be regarded as unfair. 
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Secondly, anti mun• 'JUIU.'l"ally, <any r.mpluyot.• dis1niauud and 

therefore any eaployee who ~nay be diamiaaed by the tranaferor or 

tranaferee in connection with the tranafer - may avail hi~naelf of the 

proviaiona referred to above which afford legal protection againat 

di .. i .. ab. 

Article• L 122-14-2 and L 122-14-3 concern the repudiation by an 

eaployer of an unli~nited eaploy.-nt contract, whilat Article• L 321-3 

to L 321-12 concern individual or collective diamhaals for economic 

reaaona. Theae texta allow the judge responsible for deter~nining the 

effect of the contract in the first phce and the adlniniatration, 

aubject to a review by an adlniniatrative judge, in the second caae to 

aacertain whether the ground• cited are well-founded. 

In French law there are no laws, regulations or adlniniatrative 

proviaiona laying down a rule corresponding to that in Article 4(2) of 

the Directive. 

However, on the basis of Articles L 122-4 and 14 of the Labour 

Code (termination of unlimited employment contracts), case law 

developed by the cour de cassation c appeals court) attributes 

tentination of the contract of employment to the employer where he has 

decided, following a transfer, to carry out changes affecting key 

el ... nta of the contract, such as the nature of the job or place of 

elnploJM&nt, and where theae changes are rejected by the eaployee. In 

such cases the cmploye1· muat tllL'n observe the period of notice and 

inde~nnify the employee for diRmisRal as provided for by law, collective 

agreeMnt or the individual employment contract. 
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In Greece, the Presidential Decree referred to earlier 

incorporates the provisions of Article 4 of the Directive into national 

law: a transfer cannot constitute groands for disaissal« but cannot 

prevent disaissal if the technical or econotnic conditions change; if 

there is a change in working conditions to the detriment of the 

eaployee, the employer is re9arded as ~esponsible for terminating the 

contract. 

In Ireland, Article 5 ( 1) of the 1980 ReCJUlation reproduces the 

wordinCJ of the first subparagraph of Article 4(1) of the Directive. All 

categories of workers benefit from the terms of this provision in the 

event of a transfer. 

It should be stressed that the Regulation does not define the 

concepts "economic, technical or or9anizational reasons entailing 

changes in the workforce", which it int~duces into Irish law. 

Article 5(2) of the 1980 Regulation transposes the provisions of 

Article 4(2) of the Directive into Irish law. 

An employee may bring his case before the Rights commissioner 

service or the Employment Appeals Trillunal to seek redress for the 

termination of his employment contract. These bodies interpret the 

notion of "substantial change in an em~loyment contract" according to 

the merits of each case. 
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In Italian law, under the term!> of At·ticle 2112(1) of the civil 

code, the transfer of a business used to be sufficient grounds for 

dismissal provided the transferor gave reasonable notice to the 

employees affected by this measure. However, in Judgement No. 5255 of 

14 November 1978, the court of cassation ruled that the provisions of 

Article 2112 ( 1) of the civil code no longer applied to groundless 

dismissals. Thus, in accordance with Law No. 606 of 15 July 1966 on 

individual redundancies, only where structural considerations 

necessitated changes in managing levels were there grounds for 

dismissing employees on the occasion of a transfer of ownership. 

Article 47(4) of the Law of 29 December 1990 now expressly states 

that the transfer of an undertaking is not grounds for dismissal per 

se. 

on the other hand, the court of cassation has ruled that the 

categories of employee not protected against dismissal by Law No. 604 

could be excluded from the scope of Article 4(1) of the Directive. 

However, protection against individual and mass redundancy is now 

strengthened by Law No. 108 of 11 May 1990 on individual dismissals, 

both as regards generally applicable regulations (obligation at the 

employee • s request to give notice of and reasons for dismissa,l in 

writing) and the extension of the scope of the compulsory guarantee (up 

to 15 employees in the establishm~nt) and the real guarantee (over 115 

employees in the establishment n1· man~ than 160 workers in total in the 

employer's service). 

These categories include: 

employees enqaged subject to a probationary period (6 months or 

longer); 
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supervisory staff; 

male employees meeting the conditions required by law for 

entitlement to an old-age pension and femAle employees who, 

having opted to continue working in accordance with the 

provisions of Article 4 of Law 5o 903 of 9 December 1977, have 

reached the age limit applying to men; 

employees of firms with only one establishment or several 

establi:ihRlt>llt:: in thf' :;.1m•· llllnic!ipality and who:H.> total 

workforce does not exceed 15 ;persons in the industrial or 

commercial sectors or 5 per:=;ons 'in agriculture. 

There appear to be no rules of' a general nature making the 

employer responsible for termination of an employment contract where it 

is ended because a transfer entails a substantial change in conditions 

of employment to the detriment of the employee concerned. 

In Luxembourg, the Law of 18 March 1981 states that the transfer 

of a business resulting from a contractual transfer or a merger does 

not in itself constitute grounds for dismissal for the transferor or 

the transferee. This protection if; a:ffordP.d to all categories of 

employee. 

The explanatory memorandum add:;, me>reover, that "the new employer 

should not be deprived in any way, evan temporarily, of his right to 

organize or reorganize the fit·m hy doi!l<J away with jobs which seem to 

him superfluous" and that "the provision does not affect the right of 

successive employers to break tht> cnntt·a~et of employment unilaterally". 
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The Law of 18 March 1981 stipulates that where a contract of 

service is terminated on the grounds that the transfer entails a 

substantial change in conditions of employ.ent to the detri.-nt of the 

.aployee, the employer shall be regarded as having been responsible for 

such termination. 

A "substantial change in conditions of employ.ent to the detriment 

of the employee" is de..-d to have been effected "in particular where, 

despite the retention of skills and remuneration, the change profoundly 

affects the importance of the employee's function" or "where the 

transfer of the employee brings about a change the nature of the job, 

the skills involved and the place where the work is carried out". 

In the Netherlands, the general directives adopted on the basis of 

Article 6 of the special Decree on labour relations (1945) concerning 

the approval of applications for dismissal submitted by an employer to 

the director of the Regional Employment Office expressly stipulate that 

the transfer of a business never constitutes valid grounds for 

dhmiual. 

The director of the Regional Employment Office may authorize 

dismissals in the event of a transfer of a business only if eeonqmic, 

technical or organizational reasons necessitate staff reductions. 

However, probationary employees engaged for a period not exceeding 

two months may be dismissed in the event of a transfer. 

In pursuance of the ~eeond subparagraph of Article 4 (1) of the 

Directive, such employt!NI m••Y bn cti flmissed without taking account of 

the provisions on the repudiation of employment contracts contained in 

Al'ticle 1639 n of t.ht• civi 1 c:nrl.-•. 
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Article 1639 dd of the :ivil codelatipulatea tbat if the tranafer 

of a i:MHiM .. entaila a c~nC)e in ndition• of Mlplo,_at to the 
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detrt.eftt of the -.ploy•• an4 if, aa aJreault, the ..,lar--nt contract 

b teralnated for aubatanti~l reaaon•l pureuant to ~t .-,article, 
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the eii!Ploter •hall be r .. ardecl aaj havinC) beea n.ponailtle tor 

~atiat ~ contract. j 
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It i• the U.k of thei court• t~ decide wbet!Mtr the ehant• in 
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•conclitiaa. of .-ploy.ent" conatitu~• a •aubetaatial reaaon for 

te~natint the contract of 

1639 v of the civil code. 

! 

!elnployll8n~· 

I 
l 
r 
i 

within tbe ... ninCJ of Article 

The • .,lanatory me~ran4u• to thefLav of May lttl iftoorpOrating a 
I 

nev Article 1639 dd into th• civil cof. atipulatea that ci~tanc•• 

conatituti., a •aerioua rea .. n• are t~e defined in Article 16lt q of 

the civil COde aa "circu.ataftcea in vtf,ch the worker cannot naaoaably 
o I 

bo to coati ... tbo ..,1~n~ relot1o"1bip•. 

. I 
Portupn leCJidation , doea no4 contain any provbiana which. 

directly corrHpond to Artictl• 4 ( 1) fof the Directive. IIOIMYer, the 

rule that a tranafer •aha:u not in~~ itaeU a~thute ground• tor 

- dia~aaal• ia deemed to be !•plied in rticle 37 (1) of the~. 
! 

i I 
Moreover, Article i rf Decre1-Lav 64-A/89 of 27 February 

catatutory rule• 9overninCJ the ter~in~ion of eaploy.ent con~acta and 
I 
i 

fixed-period employment. con1ract.n) nt~pulatol'l '1Uite clearly that, in 

the event of the transfet· pf ;1 buui~a• .. nn following thu lo- of tho 
! 

employer, whether individualior corpo~te, contract• of eaplar-ent ~y 
i ! 

not be te~nated. 

.. 
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This means that, under the Portuguese system, the rules governing 

transfers system first and foremost enshrine the principle that 

employment contntcl:> at·c bound lu t.h•· pt·oducl ion unit (undertaking), 

and secondly lay down that such contracts are not affected by a change 

of employer; it is thus impossible to use a transfer as grounds for 

dismissal. 

Provided that the transfer itself is not used as grounds for 

dismissal, the law does not prohibit the usual measures for dealing 

with imbalances in the workforce: collective redundancies (Article 16 

of Decree-Law 64-A/89 referred to earlier) and individual dismissals 

(Article 26) on economic, market-related, technological or structural 

grounds are possible at the time of the transfer. 

on the basis of the final subparagt·aph of Article 4 ( 1) certain 

types of work can be excluded from the scope of Decree-Law 64-A/89 

(home workers, dockworkers, staff of social security institutions, 

ships' crews). 

Under Portuguese legislation "a substantial change in working 

conditions to the detriment of thP employee" always constitutes fair 

grounds for the employee to terminate his contract. 

If the change entails a wt·ongful infringement of the employee's 

rights on the part of tho~ employ•n, the employee repudiating his 

contract is entitled to comp<'ll"·'' 1<>1\ ··quival•.'ll, tu that. paid 1.n ca~es 

of wrongful dismissal (At·ticle 36 nf llt?ct·ee-Law 64-A/89) _ 

On the nth<'!. h.111d, Ll t.ho• cho~!l<J<' i:: llH• 1·esull of "the lawiul 

exercise of his 1·ight:> by thoc• Pmployer", the employee may still 

repudiate his contract, but withotlt being entitled to compensation. 
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In the Federal Republic of Ger•any, pursuant to the fourth 

paragraph of Article 613 a of the Civil Code, the repudiation of any 

a.plo,..nt relationahip by the old or aew employer in the event of a 

tranafer of an eatabliatunent or part 'hereof ie null and void. The 

aecond aentenee of this article state• that the preceding provision 

aball not affect the employer•• right to repudiate an e~loyment 

relationahip for other reasona. In practice, theae other reaaons are 

confined to economic, technical or organizational factor• neceaaitating 

change• in the workforce. The courts p~t a very narrow interpretation 

on thb article. 

M regard• Article 4 c 21 of the D1rective, it ahould be pointed 

out that, under German labour law, the employer may not make 

aubatantial changes to the conditions of employment to the detriment of 

the employee. In order to change the conditions of employment in any 

way, the employer must either obtain the employee•• agree~~ent, ~ apply 

the procedure whereby the employee is dismissed and i.-.diately 

reeaployed under different conditionn cif the employee refuse• to carry 

on working under the new conditions, it is up to the employer to 

te"'inate the employment relationship). 

However, if one of the employen; involved, i.e. the tranaferor or 

tranaferee of the business of pat·t of the business wiahea to bring 

about aubstantial changes in the conditions of employment to the 

detriln8nt of the employee at the time of the transfer, and if the 

ell!ployee refuses to cat·t·y nn wnt·kinq undet· the new conditions, and if 

the employer does nut wish tCI n1.1intain the employ~~ent relationship 

under the earlier conditions, ht, ean either try to terminate the 

relationship by mutlhll COIWL~nt \•'ith lh•~ ~·mplnyee, or terminate the 
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e~~ployeent contract. In the firat caae the employer h deemed to be 

aolely reapon•ible for terainating the relationahip and the employ .. •a 

legal aituation ia the .... •• if the employer hiaaelf had terminated 

it. In the eecond aaae, the eaployment relationahip ia terminated by 

the -.ployer. In both ca••• the aia of Article 4 (2) of the Directive 

ia achieved without the need for any apecial letal proviaiona. 

llow.Yer, deapite the fact that Geraan law aakea no pl"Oviaion for 

the .-ployee to terainate the eaploy~nt relationahip in the aituationa 

deacribed in Article 4 (2) of the Directive, if the eaployee ahould 

(for exa~ple, becauae he h not h11iliar with the law) terainate the 

•.Plo~nt relationahip either in agreement with the e11ployer or on hie 

own initiative, under Geraan law he h legally •till in the aa11e 

po•ition a• if the .-ployer had ter11inated the relation•hip. 

In the United Kin"oa, Regulation 8 ( 1) of the 1981 Regula tiona 

iapl ... nting the Directive •tate• that any employee di••i•••d where the 

tran•f•r of a buaine•• constitute• the aole or principle rea.on for 

diaai••al •hall be treated aa having been unfairly diamiased. 

Regulation 8 (2) of thi• inatrument atatea that the preceding provision 

doe• not prevent di••iaaala taking place for economic, technical or 

orC)anizational reaaona entailinq r.h.'lnqes in the workforce. such 

diaaiaaal• auat be regarded aa having been for a aubstantial reason of 

a kind auch as to justify tho eli Kmissal of an employee holding the 

poaition which that employee held (Rl!'qulation 8 (2) (b)). 
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i 
! 

The above-~~entioned pro~hiona .J not apply to tM fellewinq 

..,li categories of worker: 

I 
i 
! 

a) .-ployees who, under their con~act of eapla,.ent, ordinarily 
t 

work outside the unite~ KingdoM ~Regulation 13(1)); 

I 
i 

b) worken wtaoH dislftiaa~l is obltpatory undu aection S of the 

Aliena Restriction (AmfndMent) ~t of 1919. 

i 
Under the terms of Secti~ 55 (2) (~) of the EMployMent Protection 

; 
(COnsolidation) Act 1978, an • e~nployee Jahall be de mad to hue b .. n 

: I 
diaaiaaed by his employer if the forae~ terainatea tbe contract, with 

• I 

or without notice, in circ~tancea u~der which he ia entitled to 

I 
terainate it without notice •owing to! the conduct of the -.loyer 

(constructive dismissalt. 

on. the basis of this ••ction, t~ ind-.•trial tribunab. illlpUte 
! 
I 

responsibility for terminatioil of the F:ontract of .-ployment to the 

employer where he has effect~ changes iwhich concern key ele-nts of 
i i 
i i 

tbe contract or where his co~uct impli•• that he no longer considers 
. ! 

i 

hiaaelf bound by one or more a~ch eleeen~a. 
! 

I 
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III. SAFEGUARDING OF THE STATUS AND FUNCTION OF WORKERS' 

REPRESENTATIVES 

Article 5 

1. :If the business preserves ita auton~, the status and 

function, as laid down by the laws, regulations or 

adainiatrative provisions of the Member states, of the 

representatives or of the representation of the a.ployees 

affected by the transfer within the meaning of Article 1 

(l) shall be preserved. 

The first subparagraph shall not apply if, under the laws, 

regulations, adainistrative provisions or practice of the 

Member states, the conditions necessary for the re

appoint.ent of the representatives of the employees or for 

the reconstitution of the representation of the employees 

are fulfilled. 

2. If the term of office of the representatives of the 

employees affected by a transfer within the meaning of 

( 1) Hxpires as a result of the transfer, the 

rnpr·l':ll!ntat.i.VI'Il ~1hall •~ontinlh! lo enjuy lhe protl!ction 

provided by the laws, regulations, administrative 

provisions or practice of the Member States. 

1. The aim of this article of the Directive is to safeguard the 

status and function of the representatives of workers affected 

by the transfer of an undertaking or business, as defined in 

Artich• 7. (c I. 
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However, Article 5 cont.ins a nu~et· of criteria to fulfilled in 

this connection. 

' 
The firat relates to the "autona.fy" of the buaineaa, which lluat 

' 
continue to be a unit capable of o~ating independently, i.e. the 

i 
plant and equipment must not be absor~d by a larger and more COilplex 

operating unit. 

The second condition is Regative: !f "the conditions neceaaary for . 
the re-appointment of the representatiie• of the ...ploy••• or for the 

! 

reconatitution of the representation ~f the eiiiPloyeea are fulfilled" 
I 

the status and function af tho ari')i~ 1 ropt·esentatives will not be 

! 
pr•••rved. This can happen, for exampl+, where the transfer r .. ults in 

an increase in the workforce' necessita~ing a change in the nualber of 

repreaentativea or in the strecture of the representation. 

j 

It should be stressed tijat despit. the fact that so lluch depends 
: 

on how national legislation , defines t#le status and function of the 

representatives and on what the con.itions are for appointing or 

constituting the representation, Articl~ 5 (1) still enshrines a vital 

principle: that of the continuity of the status and function of the 
! 

representatives concerned. 

2, taken tocjether 
I 
i 

wi$ 
I 
i 

the second subparagraph of 

paragraph 1, provides a gua.-antee forj representatives whose term of 
I j 
I i 

office expires as a result of;the transfer. They continue to enjoy the 

protection afforded by l~islation ~ in most Member statos 

particularly following ILO convention ~ 135 and RecOilllendation 143 
i 

to cover the possibility emplo~rs might take action to the 

detr i~nent of :; it 11•• t. ian of suc:h 

representatives. 
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In Belgian law, the new Article 21 (10) of the Law of 20 September 

introduced by Royal Decree No 4 of 11 October 1978, lays down 

a) In the event of a contractual transfer of one or more firms: 

the existing works councils shall continua to function if 

the undertakings in question retain the character of an 

operating unit; 

in other cases, the works council of the new undertaking 

shall be made up - until the next election - of all the 

members of the works councils elected previously in the 

undertakings concerned, unless the parties concerned decide 

otherwise. This works council shall act on behalf of all 

the staff of the undertakings concerned. 

b) In the event of a contractual transfer of pa~t of an 

undertaking to another undertaking, which - like the first -

has a works council: 

if the operating units remain unchanged, the existing works 

council shall continua to function; 

if the character of the operating units is changed, the 

existing wot·ks council shall continue to function in the 

undertaking of which a part was transferred, the staff 

representatives on the works council who work in the 

transferred part of th•:! undertaking being assigned to the 

works counc i 1 of tl11• unrl·~rtak ing to which the part in 

question was tranRferred. 
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c) In the event of a contractual tranafer of part of an 

undertaking which has a works eouncil to an undertaking which 

haa no such council: 

the exiating work• council; shall continue to function if 

the character of an operating unit ia .. intained; 

if the character of the opel'ating unit b chanted, the 

VOI'ka council of the untel'taking of which a part is 

tl'anaferred ahall continue to function with the ataff 

repreaentatives who did not work in the part of the 

undertaking which was tran.tel'redJ 

in addition, a work• council made up of 

repreaentativea working in the tranafel'l'ed pal't ahall be 

aet up until the next elections in the undertaking to which 

part of another undertakiiUlJ was tranaferred, unleas the 

parties concerned decide ntJ1erwise. 

d) Where an operating unit h split up into aeveral legal entities 

without its character as an operating unit being changed, the 

exieting works council shall · be Maintained until the next 

election•. If several operating unit• are created and works 

council ahall continue to func~on on behalf of all theae units 

until the next election, unless the partiea conceE"ned decide 

otherwise. 

e) In all cases of cuntJrar.t.ul'll tranHfoJ· of an undertaking or of 

part of an undertaki~q and ot ita division into several legal 

entities, the membere who rept·esented the eiRployeea and the 

candidate• ahall continue to enjoy the protective meaaures 

provided for under pa1·agraphl'l 2' to 8 of this article. 
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Article 10 (10) of Royal Decree No 4 of 11 October 1978 introduces 

into the Law of 10 June 1952 provisions identical to thoae of Article 

21 ( 10) of the Law of september 1948 for the maintenance of the 

connittees on safety and health at work and the improve ... nt of the 

working enviro~nt in the event of a transfer. 

These prOYisions thus provide protection for the members of works 

councils and of the safety committees until the election of new 

workers• repreaentatives, since the transfer of an undertaking may in 

no case interrupt the term of office of worker representatives even if 

the new employer employs fewer workers than the minimum stipulated for 

a mandatory works council. 

In Denaark, Article 4 (1) of Law No 111 of 21 March 1979 lays down 

that workers• representatives shall retain their status and function in 

the event of transfers under which the undertaking or that part thereof 

which is transferred is not essentially affected in its functioning by 

the transfer. 

Article 4 ( 2) deals with cases in which the functions of worker 

representatives cease in the event of a transfer; the explanatory 

memorandum includes as an example of this a case of an undertaking's no 

longer having the number of employees required as the minimum 

justifying the election of workers• representatives. This article lays 

down that workers • representatives shall continue to be protected in 

their emploYJn8nt in accordance with the pt·ovisions of the convention or 

collective agreement applicable to them. This protection is extended to 

them for a period beginning with the date on which their function as 

representatives Pndttd and cotTesponding to the longPst period of notice 

to which workers• t·ept·csentativ~:~ at·c tlntit:lmJ. 
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~epreaeatat1 .. • on aafety a~ health cp~itteea aa deflDed 1a the. Law 
• 

on la~ protection, and tnotwitbatan4ing Article 2·of tbe D.l.~tiv.) 

o..,aniea, eu. on the aubject of p~tection agaiut dial ... l, the 

law ~efe~ to the ~ulea on abop atewarct.. 

Spaabb le9idation doe• not contain any apecific p~cw1•iou on 

the atawa of workers • repreeentativesl in the eveat of the. ~·f•r of 

&hail' finl 01' buainees. s~ authors ~egard the ~efennct• u · ··~ighte · 

aed obliptioaa of e-.ploy .. ttt ( labor;l••)" u auff icientlr bro.d ·to 

co..~ the · aubatance of Article S od the Directive. •••••~i thb 
. ! 

; 

1nurp~ation i• extremely doubtful. 

In rraace, a• part of Uhe reforajof ataff re~ .. eat.•i¥e ~ea, 

the ••rli-nt baa adopted , the follting measure• to . aaf-.u•rd the 
~ 

crontJ,..U.ti• .of the ten1 of. office o~ worker•• &'eprea-tniwea when 

the buainea• preaervea ita autona.y, ih ca.pliance with the ~oviaione 

of Article 5·(1) of the Direqtive. 

Article L U2-16 of \he Labour !code, on.union ..... 1 tatl.,.•: 
i 

Article L 423-16 on 
I 

.hop llt"a.da; 
j 

Article L 433-:14 6n Mlftbare of jwork11 councib; 
I I 
I I - Article L 435-5 on t.h~ 

I 

rrpn:uulnt .. tion of t:~ business 

tran•f•rred on the c~ntnl worta council of the takeowr. Ul'JII. 
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Aa for the protection of workers • representatives whose term of 

office expires because of the transfer (e.g. the legal requirements 

regarding the number of staff are no longer met), the courts have taken 

the view that elected representatives continue to enjoy special 

protection against dismissal after the premature expiry of their terms 

of office because of the transfer, although the law envisaged only the 

case of nor.al expiry, i.e. when the term of office had been served to 

its end. 

Under Greek law, Presidential Decree No 572 of 6 Decelllber 1988 

incorporates the provisions of Article 5 of the Directive a workers' 

representatives continue their term of office if the business preserves 

ita autona.y, and they continue to enjoy the protection provided for 

such representatives; if their term of office expires as a reault of 

the tranafer, they continue to enjoy this protection for as long as as 

they would have done so had the transfer not taken place. 

In Ireland, Article 6 of the Regulation of 1980, which is 

identical with the first subparagraph of Article 5 (1) of "the 

Directive, lays down that if the business preserves its autonomy, the 

atatua and function, as laid down by the laws, regulations or 

administrative provisions of the Member states, of the representatives 

or representation of the employees affected by the transfer shall be 

preserved. 

since, under Irish law, the status and function of the 

repreaentativea or representation of tlw employees are governed by 

collective agreements, whieh ;u··· nnt 1'-'lJ•\lly t?nfot·ceable, the l£~qal 

effect of Article 6 appears uncertain. 
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In Italy, under Law No 300 of 20 ~y 1970 (known as the workers• 

statute) the status and f~nction o. the representatives and the 

representation of the workers. is preser¥ed if the eatablishment retains 

its autona.y. 

As regards Article 5 (2) of the D~ective, the system which is now 

cust011ary in Italy provides the broad••t poasible protection for the 

trade unions and their representatives in all situations affecting 

undertakings. Moreover, in substantlve law, such protection is 

expressly provided for in Article 28 of Law No 300/1970, referred to 

earlier, the aim of which h to dis~ourage anti-union behaviour by 

-ans of certain special procedures. !'he specific case referred to in 

Article 5 (2) of the Directive abo appears to be covered by Article 

28, which has enor.ous scope. 

In Luxe~urg, Article 18 (5) of ithe Law of I May 1979 reforming 

the staff delegations representing the workers in any establishment 

employing at least 15 workers provideslthat "in the event of a transfer 

of a finn • • • as the result of a eontractual transfer,. mer9er or 

dividon, the status and furaction of· the staff delegations shall be 

preserved, if the firm reta~ns its autonomy". The law adds, however, 

that this does not apply "whet·• the qonditions pertain which require 

the appointMnt of new staff delegatlfs". The law lays down that in 

such a case the provisions re9ardin9 special protection a9ainst 

dismissal of staff dele9ates shall be !applicable to former mell\bers of 

' the delegation up until ttat date wHen their term of office would 

normally have expired, if they are not:re-appointed. 
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In the Netherlands, Article 1 (1) (C) of the Law on works councils 

of 28 January 1971 defines an undertaking as "any 

functioning in society as an autonomous unit where 

provided by virtue of a contract•. Thus, if the 

organized body 

e•ployment is 

eatabliahMnt 

transferred retains ita autonOIII)', the transfer does not create a new 

undertaking within the ... ning of the Law on works councils and the 

etatue and function of the .. .a.rs of the works council are therefore 

preserved.However, if the ter. of office of the me~rs of the works 

council expires because of the transfer (e.g. if the staff requirement 

set out in Article 2 (2) of t:hP r .. 1w on worktt councils iR nn longer mt>t) 

or the establishMnt loses its autona.y, there is no provision under 

which these worker representatives continue to enjoy the protection 

provided by the Law of 21 January 1971. 

In Portuguese legislation, Article 34 of the Law on trade unions 

. (Decree-Law 215-B/75 of 30 April) lays down that •trades union 

delegates may not be transferred to another place of work without their 

consent and without prior notification of the governing body of their 

union•. 

Furthermore, the general rules contained in Article 37 of the LEC 

provide for the uintenance of the representational structure "thich 

existed before the transfer. In the same way as employ.ent contracts 

are bound to the fir• concerned, representatives are bound to the 

production units to which they belonq. 
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worker•• reprosent11tivoH continue tp enjoy protection irrespective . 
of the •ituation which results. in the expiry of their tera of office. 

This protection is now enshrined iQ the Law on the termination of 

contract• of -.ploym.nt (Decree-Law 64-AV89 referred to earlier) and in 

certain other provisions of the Law on~ trade t.an1oaa (Decree-Law 215-

B/75, in particular Article 35) and t~ Law on work• coatittH• (Law 

46/79 of 12 hpteaber, Article 16). 

In the Federal Republic of Ger-tny, under the Law on labour 

relation• at the workplace the status ~and function of works councils 

elected by all the workers in undert$inCJ• e~~ployinCJ at lea•t five 

workers are not affected by the transfer of an e•tablbhment, where 

that eatabli•hment retain• ita autonomy; 

No new provisions have been adopt:-ed to pro•ect the melllbera of 

works councils and other worker repres•ntatives in the event of their 

loss of office as a result of the trAnft4er of an eatabliahment. 

The Federal Labour court haa found:that the protection extended to· 

workera' representatives by ~rticle l7i (4) and (5) and Article 38 of 

the Law on labour relations at the wor.place and by Article 15 of the 

Law on protection aCJainst disMissal wheh their tera of office comes to 

an end is enjoyed by members of works! councils whose term of office· 

expires as a result of t.ho t1·ansfer. 
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No matter when the term of office of a .. ~r of a work• council 

expirea, he is afforded protection for one year, or two in certain 

cases (cf. Article 38 ( 3) of the Law on labour relations at the 

workplace) • 

In the united Kiagdo!, Regulation No 9 of s.I. 1911/1794 lays down 

the principle that if a trade union is reco9niaed as repreaentin9 the 

workers by the transferor, it must be so recognized by the tran•feree 

in the event of a transfer of an undertaking which retains ita legal 

identity. 

Furthermore it should be pointed out that under the British system 

of "voluntary" recognition of trade unions by the employer, the 

employer can withdraw recognition at any time. 
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SECTIOM III - INFORMATION AND CONSULTATION 

Article I 

1. '!'be transferor aDd the tr•naferee shall be required to 

iafor. the representatives 'of their respective ...,loyees 

affected by a traaafer within the .. aaing of Article 1 (1) 

of the following: 

the reasons for the transfer, 

the legal, economic and social iaplications of the transfer 

for the employees, 

.. aaures envisaged in relattDn to the ...,loyees. 

The transferor must give such infor.ation to the 

representatives of his e~npl.Dy-• in good tt.. before the 

transfer is carried out. 

'!'he transferee must give such infcr.ation to the 

representatives of his employees in good time, and in any 

event before his employees are directly affected by the 

transfer ;w · l"t!f]<tnln thoh· conditions of .work and 

e•ployment. 

2. If the transferor or the transferee envisages -••urea in 

relation t:o a hall consult 

representatives of the employees in good ti... on such 

.. asures with a view to aeek!ng agr .... nt. 
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3. ....._1' state• vt.a.e law., r•CJulationa Ol' -*lniatl'ati,. 

prcwiaiona provide that repreaentatives of the ... loy-• 

.. , have 1'8COUI'ae to an al'bitration board to obtain a 

deoi•ion on the -••urea to be taken in relation to 

-.ployeea .. y lildt the obligations laid dawn in par .. rapb• 

1 and 2 to ca••• vbere the tranafer carried out give• ri .. 

to a change in the buaine•• likely to entail .. riou• 

di•advanta .. • for a conaiderable nu.ber of ... lapeea. 

,._ infor.ation and conaultationa shall cOYer at leaat the 

.... ur•• enviaaged in relation to the .-ployeea. 

,._ infonnation JnUat be provided and conaulutiona take 

place in good u.. before the change in the budne•• •• 

~fel'red to in the first aubparaC)raph ia effected. 

4. -..bar Statea .. y li•it the obligation• laid down in 

paragraph• 1, 2 and J to undertaking• or buaine.••• vhich, 

in reapec:t of the nu.ber. of ·~loyeea, fulfil the 

aonditiona for the election or deaignation of a collegiate 

body repreaentinCJ the .-ployees. 

s • ....._r stat•• .. y provide that ~re there are no 

repce .. ntativea of the o~loyeee in an undertakiDCJ or. 

bUaineaa, tho o~lnyoee concerned .... t be infor.acl in 

advance when a tranafo1· vithi n thP. ~~eaning of Article 1 c 1) 

ia about to takn placo. 
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1. 'l'hh artie le lays down the c:ondi tiona unde-r which national 

legislation .uat guarantee workers anditheir representatives a certain 

level of participation in the form of infonaation ancS coaaultation. 

Both the transferor and the tranafereeohave certain obligations via-l

via their .-ploy••• in this respect. 

Both the transferor and the transferee are required to provide 

info~tion of a general nature, i.e. not relating to the consequences 

of the transf~tr fot· t.hL• wut'k•.•t·:;, .1t11l !Jot h nmut intut·nt tht! 

representatives of their worlcers about the transfer "in good time", in 

other words well in advance of the transfer. 

The Directive specifies what the infonaation should contain: the 

reasons for the transfer, the legal, ~ona.ic and aocial implications 

for the eaploy .. a and the measures envitaged in relation to th81\. This 

is designed to cover a number of aspects for the protection of workers• 

interests in the event of a transfer: 'the aim of the Directive is to 

ensure that workers receive a certain amount of inforaation in advance 

to prevent them from being taken ~Y surprise by the practical 

consequence• of the transfer, and to tnable their representatives to 

intervene in the transfer prpcess or to examine the reasons for and 

implications of the transfer.; 

The obligation to consult the workers applies only "if the 

transferor or the tt·ansferee envisaCJ•f measures in relation to his 

employees•, such as a reducticin in the workforce or the introduction of 

new working .. thods or wa9e system~. 
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The riC)ht to consultation applies both to workers who remain in 

the transferor•• eMploy after the transfer and to those who were in the 

tranaferee•s employ before the tranafer - in other words, workers whose 

employ.ent contract• are not directly affected by the tranafer. 

The conaultation need only cover the meaaurea enviaaCJad, with the 

aim of reachin9 aC)raement on them. 

The scope of the two requirements laid down in this article may be 

much more limited. 

This may be the case if the transfer 9ives rise to a chanC)a likely 

to entail disadvantages for the employees, provided that national 

leCJi•lation provide• for the possibility of •recourse to an arbitration 

board• to obtain a decision on the measures to be taken in relation to 

the employ••• (paraC)raph 3). 

In addition, paraC)raph 4 stipulates that national le9islation may 

make the requirement to inform and consult employ••• and the need for 

an arbitration board conditional on fulfilment of the conditions for 

aettin9 up a •collaC)iate body" representin9 the employees. 

This article i'llflo ri'linf'::l "' vo.n·y imp(wtant problem: Member states 

are required to make provision for orqanized representation of 

employees as defined in Article 2 (c). 



' 
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under Article 6 ( 5) Hamer states may allow firms themselves to 

inform the workers themselves "when a transfer is about to take place", 

in cases where "there are no represe'*atives of the e111ployees in an 

undertaking or business". 

It appears that the aim of Article 6 (5) the aim of Article 6 (S) 

is merely to provide a means of recourse where an undertaking or an 

establishment has no reprHentation " in a national syst.m which 

generally provides for adequate represe•tation. 

Moreover, this interpretation is borne out by the scope given to 

Member States in Article 6 (4) to limit1obligations. 

consequently, the Hembe~ states 'ust be regarded as having an 

implicit obligation to create the coadi tiona, whether statutory or 

otherwise, for such representation. 

2. In Belgium, Article 11 of Collective Agreement No 9 of 9 March 

1972, which coordinates the national a~d other agreements relating to 

works councils, as amended by collectiive Agreement No 15 of 24 July 

1974, requires transferors and transfe~ees to inform and consult the 

works council in the event o~ a m.,L·gel!, concentration, resumption of 

activities, shut-down or other major " changes in the structure of 

undertakings. 

This article lays down that this information shall cover, in 

particular, the effects of the transfer on employment prospects, the 

organization of work and empl,Ym.•nt pnl icy in <Jen~r<~l. 
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Collective Agreement No 9 likewise layR down that the information 

must be given by the transferor and the transferee to the works council 

in good time, i.e. before the transfer and before information on thia 

matter has bean widely disseminated. The transferee's worka council ia 

thus informed before the workers are directly affected in their 

conditions of employment and of work by the transfer. 

Thera ia no equivalent in Belgian law to the provi1ion1 of 

paragraph• 3 and 5 of Article 6 of the Directive: 

under Article 1678 of the Judicial Code an arbitration 

agreement concluded before a diapute on a matter which falls 

within the field of competence of the industrial tribunal is 

ipso jure null and void. An arbitration agreement can thus be 

valid only if it is concluded after a dispute arises. However, 
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Belgian legislation contains no specific provisions on 

arbitration in diaputes on tr4nafers of undertakings, which 

would be covered by ~iclea 16~ et seq. of the Judicial Code; 

there is no obligation to infotm or consult the e.aploy .. a in 
l 
i 

undertakings where th~e are no ~rkera• representatives. 

In Denurk, the provisions of! paragrap+ 1 and 2 of Article 6 of the 
i 

Directive have been been incorporated i~ Articles S and 6 of Law 1o 111 

of 21 March 1979. These cove~ all the ~aaurea affecting the workers 

about which they should be informed jand which should be exaJIIined 

together with the workers or 'heir reprtsentatives. The overall aim of 

the law ia to maintain the :previous ~tatua of employ-• after the 

transfer. 

Moreover, Articles 5 and 6 of Law No 11i provide that, where there are 

no elected or appointed workezrt~' t·eprE"II~ntatives, the workers affected 

by a transfer, or some of them, shtll be directly info~d and 

consulted by the head of the undertakin, on the saMe term• as workers• 
I 

representatives. 

Danish law has no provisions; for impltmenting Article 6 (3) of the 

Directive. 

i 
i 

In spain, Article 44 (1) of the ET cont~ins specific provisions on the 
i 

obligation to infot·m the reptesentativ.s of employ-• affected by a 
! i 

tranafera either the tranofelror or t.e transferee is required to 
I 

"notify• the representatives of wot·kot·s !directly affected. There is no 

provision for informing the! represe~tatives of the transferee's 

workers. 
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The law does not rl:)quire the nut if ication to contain the information 

given in Article 6 ( 1) of the Directive; it merely states that the 

employees must be notified through their representatives of the 

transfer, and does not even require that the workers be notified before 

the transfer takes place. 

In relation to Article 6 (2) of the Directive, Article 64 (1.4) of the 

ET stipulates that it is one of the responsibilities of the works 

council to •issue an opinion when a merger, incorporation or change in 

the legal status of the undertaking is likely to have some effect on 

the size of the workforce". 

However, the responsibilities of the works council do not include -

except in the event of dismissal on economic or technical grounds 

(Articles 9 et seq. of Decree 696/1980 of 14 April) - negotiation with 

the employer on the ef facts of a dec is ion he has taken or plans to 

take. 

The council can act only in a consultative capacity; the most serious 

consequence a transfer can have in terms of the size of the workforce 

is a reduction in manpower through collective redundancy, i.e. using 

the procedure laid down in Decree 696/1980, the most important aspect 

of which is that workers• representatives must be consulted with a view 

to seeking agreement. 

As regards Article 6 (J) of the Directive, ~panish legislation creates 

considerable scope fot· ilnlOild i IUJ th<> content of contractual 

relationships; Articles 39-41 of the ET lay down the conditions 

governing job flexibility, genqt·itphir.i\1 mobility and changes in 

conditions of empluyn~t•nt 1111 ur·q.111i;:.11 i"n.al <JI<~IIIld::. 
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Geo9raph.lcal -.obiUt.y and qhafl9e• i1· condition• of e-.plor-nt 

pi'Obably the 1108t aer ioua coriaequenQea f a trander - al'e ••jeot to 

certain autbol'hation pl'ocedu~• (Artie e 40 (1), Al'tiale 41 ( l.l) which 
- 1 

an tbe •i•ll.K ia tlaeil' ef~_._: t to t4e •l'ecoul'n to All arild.tl'ation 
I 

boal'd•, nfened to in Al'ticl• 6 ( 3) ot jt.he Dil'ective. 

I 

! 
Article 12 of the ft prcwide4t for two different typea of · •collective 

i 
npnaqU~· wi'-bin an u+ctertakingt the WOI'ka council ucl abop 

' I 

atewarda, Shop ahwarda NY be electec:IJ by a WOI'kfene of aix 01' IIOI'e 

and they haft the •- reapon~ibilitiea·la• worka council• (pal"ligl'apha 1 
I 

and 2 of Al'ticle 62) • I 
I 

Thel'e al'e no ~oviaion• in t~ Spaniah ~yet .. corl'eapDDding t~Article 
! 

6 (4) of the Dil'ective. 

'l'hal'e are alao no- proviaiona ~o covel' •1tuationa when tbe WCII'IIpn uw 

no repn .. atativea. Al'ticle ! 44 of t,. ft l'equirea only *-t tbe 
i 

WO&"kera • lepl l'eJJI'eHntative•: be noti!ed, and it ia a lev that no 

allawance baa been ...- for tije aituat,i. deacdbed in AJ"Uca '6 (51 of 
~ -- ~~ 

I 

the Directive. l 

l 
In Pl'aDCe, GDder Article L 43~-1 of theiLabour code on the funationa of 

Vlll'lta ~U•, the worlta coutil JM~at t1 

infor.ed aad conaulte if the 

econ.ic 01'..-L.aation or leg4! atatua f the undertaking b changed, 

particulal'ly in the event o~ a .,rCJ8l1 o&· tt·anafer. 'I'M ... Joyer h 

l'eqGil'ed to give l'eaaon• fori the chat• planned and to coaeult the 

work• counaU about the -turea to ·r- taken with reapect to the 

eJIPloy-• if they aro afCect•.,q by th•~ 1AIICJtta, 

I 
The court• have extended the l•cot,., of thia requir ... at and have ruled 

that worka council• JNat be ~onaulted ~bout any operation lMdiftC) to 
I 

the iapl ... Rtation of Article: L 122-12., The conaultation procaaa alao 

'nn'"'1 ""'"' .; nf'"rM""t' 1 ~" ., • ., ''"""''' i 1•"' t''' 
t 

i .,. I • 
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on the other hand, French legislation does not require the new employer 

to inform or consult any of the workers. 

In Greece, Presidential Decree No 572 of 6 December 1988 stipulates 

that workers • representatives must be informed and consulted in the 

event of a transfer. For undertakings or businesses with less than SO 

employees which have no representative bodies - i.e. those covered by 

Article 6 (4) of the Directive - the law provides that the workers may 

elect an ad hoc committee of three members. 

In Ireland, paragraphs 1 and 2 of Article 7 of the 1980 Regulation 

implementing the Directive are identical with paragraphs 1 and 2 of the 

Directive. The provisions of this Article apply to all representatives 

and forms of representation; the Irish Government has not availed 

itself of the opportunity extended to the Member states by Article 6 

(4) of the Directive. Furthermore, Article 7 (3) of the Regulation lays 

down that, where there are no representatives of the workers in an 

undertaking, the transferor or transferee shall cause: 

1. a statement in writing containing the particulars specified in 

paragraph 1 to be given in good time to each employee, and 

2. notices containing the particulars aforesaid to be displayed at 

various places in the und~rtaking where they can conveniently 

be read by the employees. 

Furthermore, no advantage ha!'l bt:>en taken in Ireland of the 

opportunities extended to the Membet· :.ltates by Article 6 (3) of the 

Directive: th•re is no provision for recourse to an arbitration board 

in the event of a transfer. 
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In Italy, Article 47(1-2) of ~e Law ofj29 oeceaber 1990 provides that 

the traasferor and the tranafeJ:ee have atduty to inform and canault the 

repre .. ntativea of workers aff.cted by aitranafer. 

In partiealar, the informationjmust cover: 

- the le~l, economic and social implic~ions for the vorkersJ · 

In Lux.-baun, Article 9 of the Law ot 6 Hay 1974 setting \IP joint 

c0111111itt"• · in private-sector underta~ngs employing · at least 150 

persona and dealinq with th• ·represe~tation of. workers in .liN.~ 

ccmpaniea (aoci•U• anonyme•) lays dqvn that there :IIUBt be pJ"ioJ: 

info~tioa and consultation• on all 1deci•iona of an ec~c or 

financial nature which could have a d~~ive effect on the atr~ture of ' . 

an undertaking or the number of ita st.ff. The article includes a.ong 

such decisions "plans for closures oti transfers of umlertakinga or 

parte of undertakings, pl•n• tor ~r,era and c~ngea in the 

orqanization of undertakings" .. Further.Jre, it specifies the c~tent of 
; 

such infor..tion and consul~ation, w~ich must cover the following 

point1z 

the effects of ·the: measures ienviaaqed on the nw.ber and 
i 

structure of staff anct on the c;nditions of work and e~~ploy~~ent 

of the undertaking's 4orkforce: j 
i ; 
I I 

social meaaurea, pa~icularly l those relatint to vocational 

training or retraini1~, tctken ~r envis8(J8Ci by ttae bead of the . 
undertaking. 

The law likewise provides thai, ~n g~netal,·wnrker representatives .uat 
' 

hn '""-_....,.. ... ,.uol .. _.,~ ,..,\l,t•ttlt, •• l ,,.,.~,,,. ,,., tt •• , .,,,,..,,.·;,,, ••tnr-i••·•f'ttl•rf 
i 
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The Law of l8 March 1981 specifies th.lt "without prejudice to the 

provbiona of Article 9 of the Law of 6 May 1974 aetting up joint 

c~tt:eea in private-.eotor undertakings and dealing with the 

repre .. ntation of workers in li11ited coapanies, the transferor and the 

tranafer .. are required to infer. the labour inspectorate and the ataff 

delegation• (vbich are to be found in all eatabliahmenta e.ploying at 

leaat 15 peraona) concerned by the transfer and, in the caae of 

undertaking• bound by collective agreement•, the trade union• which 

aigned tbe agree .. nta, about the following points: 

the reaaons for the transfer: 

the legal, economic and social implications of the transfer for 

the e~~ployees: 

the .. aaurea envisaged in relation to the employees. 

The tranaferor is then required to inform the workers• representatives 

in good tt.. before the tranafer is carried out. 

The tranafer.. is required to in for. the workers • representative• in 

good tt.e and in any event before his employees are directly affected 

by .the tranafer as regards their conditions of work and employ .. nt. 

Further.ore, the Law of 18 March 1981 provides that in undertaking• or 

establiat.ents with no st11ft doleg11tion the workers affected must be 

infor.ed in advance of tht> inunin•.•tu:e of t:he tt·ansfer. It tnust be 

atrea•ed that where the parties concerned fail to agree on the meaaures 

in .. respect of which the law urges them to seek agree-nt, the 

collective litiCJation which entJues can be submit ted to conciliation 

procedures with the national conciliation office. If this procedure 

faila, the law provide• for recourae either to an arbitration board, 

whose dec.ision iK not hi nclin•], or· tn atandat·d judicial arbitt·ation 

pt·ocedure• • · 
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In the .. tberland•, Article 25 of the- Law on work• council• require• 

all employer• to infon and con•ult the worb council, particularly 

where a tran•f•r is involved, on all the reasons for the decision in 

question, the consequences which may be expected to ensue for the 

undertaking•• .-ploy••• and the IMa•u~• enviaaged in relation to the 

worker•. 

Paragraph 2 of the .... article •pe~ti•• that the worb council • • 

opinion •u•t be sought at a tiiM whell it llaY atill have a decbive 

influence on the decision to be taken. ' 

The statutory requireiMnt that representative• of workera affected by a 

tranafer lftU8t be infor..d and consulted appliea at preaent only to 

work• council• and, consequently, to undertaking• e-.ploying at leaat-

100 peraona, or at least 35 persona tor llOre than one third of the 

normal working hours, where the •l•ction of a works council ia 

mandatory. However, con•ultation of ~the trade union• is likewi*• 

conaidered highly i111portant. Article lB of the decree of the Economic 

EconOIIliC and social council ·(CES) on the code of conc:luct relating to 

IMrgera ( U75) stipulates that when t.tlJc• on a JMrter have l'eached a 

point where an agr .. ~~~ent 111ight reaaonatly be expected to be concluded, 

the union• 111uat be infor..d :i ... diatel&'. I"UrtherllOre, the union• llUat 

be 9iven a report on the grqunds for ~he- ~~~erger, the probable le9al, 
i -

economic and •ocial implicati~ns and t~ ~~~eaaur•• envieafJed. 

The unions then give theiL· opinion t"•CJ•t·dinC) tt•• merC)er, and are given 

the opportunity durinC) discus•ions to pttt the elllploy .. a• point of view. 

The EcoiiOIIlic and SOCial council • s dectee a-pplies in principle to all 

' mergers involving at least- nne m¥tertaking e•tabliahed in the 
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Netherlands and regularly employing more than 100 persona or when one 

of the undertakings involved in the merger is part of a group of 

undertakings regularly employing 100 or more persona. 

In Portugal, the special rules governing transfers (given in Article 37 

of the LEC referred to earlier) do not make it compulsory for workers• 

representatives to be inforMed or consulted. 

under Article 37 (3) the transferee is required to inform the workers 

only as part of the procedure for making the transfer jointly liable in 

respect of the latter's earlier debts (paragraph 2 of the same 

article). 

Looking beyond the specific question of transfers, consideration must 

also be given to the Measures open to works conunitteea under Law No 

46/79 of 12 September. 

Under Article 23 (1) of this Law the committees have the right to be 

informed about work organization and its implications in terms of the 

use of workforce and equipment, and any plana for changing the purpose 

of the undertaking, ita registered capital or ita production 

activity.Furthermore, the employer must consult the works committee in 

advance about certain actions and decisions (Article 24), such as ~hose 

involving a considerable reduction in the workforce or a substantial 

change in working conditions and chAnges in the location of the 

undertaking or business. 

This is a fairly general provision, but it would be in line with common 

business practice for the situations which it covers to be part of a 

transfer scenario. 
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In the Federal Republic of Geraany, p~rauant to paratrapha 2 and 3 of 

Article 106 of the Law on labour relations at the workplace, the 

business coa.ittee (Wirtachaftauaacbus!), an or9an of the works council 

exiatinCJ in all undertakinCJ• regularly employing .ore than 100 persona, 

must be informed in CJood ti~~e by th• head of the undertaking abou·t 

economic questions relating to the undertakint alld the consequences 

which might ensue for ita e~loyeea. FurtherMOre, Article 111 of the 

same Law provides for inforaation for the works council itself, which 

may be set up in any undertaking employing at least five persons. 

This article lays down that the head of any undertaking regularly. 

employinCJ DOra than 20 persona must provide the works council with full 

information in CJood time on any planned chanC)ea likely to entail 

substantial disadvantages for the atatf or a major portion thereof. He 

must also consult the works council abput such cbanCJ••· 

Article 112 ( 1) of the Law on labour relations at the workplace 

provides that the works counc i 1 and the head of the undertaking may 

agree on a social plan intended to ·compensate for or mitigate the 

detrimental economic consequences which the workers miCJht suffer as a 

result of the envisaged change. In t:he event of disagreement on the 

social plan, either of the two sides'may brinCJ the matter before the 

conciliation co11111ittee, an arbitratiQn body, which is made up of an 

equal number of members appointed by the bead of the firm and the works 

council, with a chairman acceptable to both aides. 

The decision of this body, which can daal only with social measures to 

alleviate the consequences nf measut·es taken because of the transfer, 

is bindinCJ. 
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In the United Kingda., Regulation 10 (2) of SI 1981/1794 lays down that 

the employer must inform the workers• representatives long enough 

before a transfer to enable consultations to take place about the 

following matters: 

the reasons for the transfer and ita approximate date; 

the legal, economic and social implications of the transfer for 

the eJnployees; 

any .easures envisaged in relation to the employees. 

In addition the transferee must inform the transferor as to whether or 

not he proposes to take any measures in relation to the transferor's 

eMployees. The transferee must give this information to the transferor 

in good time ao that he can pass it on to his employ•••· 

Regulation 10 ( 5) of this instrument lays down that employers must 

enter into consultations with the representatives of the employees 

(from an independent trade union representing employees affected by the 

transfer and recognized by them) if they plan to take measures in 

relation to their employees. 

Moreover, the regulations guarantee genuine consul tat ions, whicl:t in 

practice involves all employees, whether or not they belong to the 

organizations recognized as representing the workers. 

Regulation 10 ( 6) p1·ovides that in the course of these 

consultations the employer must consider any representations 

made by the trade union representatives and, if he rejects any 

The British Govonnn•.•nt h;w not taken advantage tJf th.: .. 

facilities extended to the Member states by paragraphs 3, 4 and 

r .. ··• : , .: • ' ..... ~ 0 • • • : ..... 
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Regulation 10 ( 7) states ;that if there are apecial 

circ~atances which render it not reasonably practicable for an 

eatployer to perform the obli9ations iaposed on hia by the 

fore9oing paragraphs of the Refulation, he ahall take. all auch 

step• towards performing those obligations as are reasonably · 

practicable in the circuastances. The British GoVernment 

stresses that an extre .. ly stringent interpretation of the term 

•special circumstances" in case law limits this clause to caaea 

of force majeure. 

Finally, Regulation 13 (1) lays down that Regulations 10 and 11 (the 

obligation to inform and c~nault unien representatives and ri9ht of 

action in the event of the non-fulfilJnent of this obligation) do not 

apply to e111ployment where, under his contract of e111plo~nt, ·the 

employee ordinarily works outside the United Kingdom. 
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CHAPrKR II. CABS LAN OF ~ BURO~ COURT OF JUSTICE 

of the three eaploy~~~ent directives, it is this directive 

which baa, by far, engendered the most litigation before the 

su~an court of Juatice. A total of 12 jud~nta have been 

banded down, and theae are ex~ined below • 

. 7. Abela. v. aeckijfa .. reniging voor de Metaalinduatrie en de 

aleatraaiache Jadaatrie ca .. 135/•J 1915 ECR 469. 

7 .• 1 •. 'i'bia waa the firat caae in a long series of preliminary ruling• 

•••king clarification of essential provisions of Directive 

77/187. ~ raiaed .the important question of the acope of the 

Directive: what constitutes a transfer? 

7.2. The caae CAlM to the court of Justice by way of a reference for a 

prelU.inary ruling frOJII the Raad van Beroep, Zwolle. The facts 

were •• follows. 

7.3. Hr Abela waa eaployed by Machinefabriek Thole a.v. (hereinafter 

•Thole•) which waa granted a "surs,ance van betaling• (judicial 

leave to auapend paf1nent of debts} provisionally on 2 September 

1981 and then definitively on 17 March 1982 before being put into 

liquidation on 9 June 1982. During liquidation proceedings the 

buain••• waa tranaferred to Transport Toepassing en Produktie 

a.v. (hereinafter referred to as TPP) which continued to operate 

the undertaking and took over most of its workforce, including Mr 

Abela. 

7.4. Hr Abela did not receive his ulary from 9 June 1982 from either 

Thole or TPP nor any of his holiday entitlement or a proportion 

of hi a end-of-year allowance. Ac:co1·d ing l y, he sought payment of 

theae awn• from the RedrijfHv•naniqinq, which in hia view was 

liable to pay them. Hie application was rejected on the ·ground 

that TPP was required to fulfil Thole's obligations towards its 

workers under their contract of employment and it was 

inappropriate, therefore, for the Bedrijfsvereniging to 

intervene. 
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7.5. Hr Abels appealed against this decision to the Raad van Beroep, 

zwolle, which decided to refer two questions to the court: 

(1) Does the scope of Article 1 (1) 9f Directive No 77/187/EEC extend 

to a situation in which the transferor of an undertaking is 

adjudged insolvent or is granted a "surs~ance van betaling"? 

(2) If the answer to Question 1 is in the affirmative, must 

Article 3 (1) of Directive No 77/187/EEC be interpreted as 

meaning that the transferor's obligations which are assigned 

to the transferee by reason of the transfer of the 

undertaking also include the debts which arose from the 

contract of employment or tbe employment relationship before 

the date of the transfer within the meaning of Article 1 

( 1)? 

7.6. The court held, with respect to the first question, that the 

scope of the Directive must be appraised in the light of the 

scheme of the Directive, its plaae in the system of community law 

in relation to the rules on insolvency, and its purpose. 

7. 7. Directive 77 I 187 was intended to protect workers in order to 

safeguard their rights when an undertaking is transferred. The 

rules governing insolvency, at bath national and community level, 

must be regarded as being of a special nature: 

"Insolvency law is ch.u·actet izc.•d by special procedut·es intended 

to weigh up the v.1riollS interPsts involvt:-d, in pat·ticular thost:

of the various classes of creditors; consequently, in all the 

Member states there are specif.i£ rules which may derogate, at 

least partially, from other p~ovisions of a general nature, 

including provi:;ion:; of :;oc:ial J.1w." 
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7.8. The special nature of insolvency law encountered in all the legal 

systems is confirmed by community law. The collective 

Redundancies Directive expressly excluded from its scope "workers 

affected by the termination of an establishment's activities" 

where that "is the result of a judicial decision". The Insolvency 

Directive crt>at•'rl <~ nyf'tPm tn e>nnun• thP (Htyment of outstanding 

claims relating to pay which applied to undertakings adjudged 

insolvent. 

7.9. These considerations, plus the fact that the rules on liquidation 

proceedings varied between the Member States, led the court to 

conclude that if the Directive had been intended to extend to 

transfers of undertakings in the context of such proceedings an 

express provision would have been included for that purpose. 

7.10. The Court found further support for its view 

did not apply to transfers arising out of 

that the Directive 

insolvency from the 

general purpose of the Directive, which was to ensure that the 

restructuring of undertakings within the common market did not 

adversely affect the workers in the undertakings concerned. 

7.11. It found from the submissions before it that considerable 

uncertainty existed regarding the impact on the labour market of 

transfers of undertakings in the event of an employer's 

insolvency and the appropriate measures to be taken in order to 

ensure the best protection of the worker's interests, with the 

result that a serious risk of general deterioration in working 

and living conditions of workers could not be ruled out. 

consequently, thL~ Cnut·t r·tllt>d th•1t. tt·i1nsfen; of the kind in 

question did not fall within the ~;cupe of the Directive, but the 

Member States were at liberty independently to apply the 

principles of the Directive wholly or in part to such transfers 

on the basis of their national law alone. 
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7. 12. The court then turned to the question of whether the directive 

applied to cases of "'s\!rseance v•n beta ling•• (judicial leave to 

suspend payment of debts). It held that the Directive did apply 

to such a situation. Proceedings such as "'surseance van betaling"' 

and liquidation proceedings ha~ common procedures; however, 

their objectives differ. Proceedings relating to a "surseance van 

betaling" have as their primary aim the safeguarding of the 

assets of the insolvent undertaking and, where possible, the 

continuation of the business of ;the undertaking by means of a 

collective suspension of the payment of debts with a view to 

reaching a settlement which will ensure that the undertaking is 

able to continue operating. If no such settlement is reached 

liquidation of the business may ensue. It followed, therefore, 

that the reasons for nat applying the Directive to transfers of 

undertakings which take place in liquidation proceedings are not 

applicable to proceedings which take place at an earlier stage. 

7.13. With respect to the second question, the court ruled that Article 

3 (1) must be interpreted as covering obligations of the 

transferor resulting from the contract of employment or an 

employment relationship and ari~ing before the date of the 

transfer. Article 3 (1) referred in general terms to the 

"transferor • s rights and obligations arising from a contract of 

employment or from an employmen11 relationship existing on the 

date of the transfer". Article 3 C2l authorized the Member States 

to provide for the tra~sfernr's liability to continue after th& 

date of the transfer in additiQn tu that of the transferee, 

indicating that it was the transferee who was liable for bearing 

the burdens resulting from the ell'(lloyees' rights existing at the 

time of the transfer. 

8. Industrieband F. N ·~: _a_!l! __ !'"_e~':rat:i£ Nederlandse vakbeweqing (FNV) 

v. The Netherlands c.1r:" · 179/RJ _1_9~-~ -~£~'i 11. 

t!. 1. In this l'<llll't Jll:>t. i l't• Wil:: a::ked by lh•· 

Arrondissementst·echt.IJank nt Jlagu•~ whether Din:•ctive 77 I 187 

extended to a situation in which the transferor of an undertaking 

is adjudged insolvent or is granted a "'surseance van betaling"'. 
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8.2. This question was ider1tical to the first question referred by the 

Raad van Beroep zwolle in Abels. 

8. 3. The court followed its t·ul ing in Abel~; which is discussed above 

in paras 7.4. et seq. 

9. Aria Botzen and others v. Rotterdamsche Droogdok Maatschappij 

B.V. Case 186/83 1985 ECR p. 519 

9.1. This case came to the Court by way of a reference for a 

preliminary ruling from the Kantonrechter, Rotterdam. The facts 

were as follows. 

The plaintiffs in the main proceedings were employees of 

Rotterdamsche Oroogdok Maatschappi j Hei jplaat B. V. (hereinafter 

referred to as the old ROM) which was declared insolvent on 

6 April 1983. In order to avoid total liquidation of that 

undertaking, and with a view to saving as many jobs as possible, 

a new company Rotterdamsche Droogdok Maatschappij B.V. 

(hereinafter referred to as the new ROM) was constituted on 

30 March 1983. 

9.2. On 7 April 1983 an agreement was concluded between the old ROM 

and the new ROM that the new RDH took over certain departments of 

the old ROM and all the ~;taff •·mployed there and, in addition, 

took over a number of employees of the departments not 

transferred to it, nan~t' ly th•· general and administrative 

departments. However, th•• nt.her workers, including the 

plaintiffs, were dismissed by the liquidators of the old ROM. 
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9. 3. The plaintiffs considered that ttheir dismissal was unlawful in 
l 

that they had ipso jureientered t~e service of the new RDH on the 

date of the transfer. A~cordinglyl they brought an actioq against 
• 

the new RDH seeking pay~nt of th~ir salary due from 7 April 1983 

until such time as their employ~nt relationship might have been 

lawfully terminated. T~y also r~quested, as an interim measure, 

that the new RDH should be ordeded to pay them as frail\. 7 April 

1983, or alternatively !from the ~ate of the decision, ~ monthly 

equivalent to their saJ.ry, and ~o allow them to carry out their 

normal work. In supper~ of thei1 action, they claimed that the 

transaction at issue WfS a tram!lfer of a business or pert of a 

business within the meaning of th~ Dutch law adopted to implement 

Directive 77/187. 

9.4. The Kantonrechter, Rott~rdam cons~dered that the matter before it 

involved questions of !community! law, and accordingly suspended 

proceedings and referr•d two qu~stions to the Co11rt. 'l'he first 

question was identical to that ra~sed in Abels, considered above, 

and the court answered it by refe~ence to that case. 

j 

9. 5. The second and third j questionsf were essentially intended to 

ascertain whether Art~cle 3 (lJ of Directive 77/187 -must be 

interpreted as extendintg to a trapsferor•s rights and ob~igations 

arising from a contract of emplorment or employment relationship 

9.6. 

' 
existing on the date of the ~ansfer and entered into with 

I 

employees who, although not ~longing to the part of the 

undertaking which was itransferr~d, carry on certain activities 
i I 

using the assets assig~ed to theltransferred part, or w~o, being 
' f 

assigned to an adminis~ative de~rtment of the undertaking which 

was not itself transfejrred, car~ied out certain duties for the 
! 

benefit of the transferred part qf the undertaking. 

The Court held, adopt i fHJ th·~ 

ttu-. Djn~ct.iVL' put. fnn.,~nl by 
i 

i n~rpretation of Article ·3 ( 1) of 
! 

t h•i cnntmission, that. Article 3 ( 1) 

11! llu• Pil·•·•·tiv•• llltl:~l loo• llll~·l!>l••lo·d .1:: 11111 <'IIVt•r·inq tho· 
~ .I , 

situation referred tu ijn t.ho::._, q+•:;tion:J. The court held: 
I 

i 
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"An employment relationship is essentially characterized by the 

link existing between the employee and the part of the 

undertaking or business to which he is assigned to carry out his 

duties. In order to dec ide whether the rights and obligations 

under an employment relationship are transferred under Directive 

No 77/187 by reason of a transfer within the meaning of Article 1 

(1) thereof, it is therefore sufficient to establish to which 

part of the undertaking or business the employee was assigned. 

The answer to the second and third questions must therefore be 

that Article 3 (1) of Directive Nn 77/187 must be interpreted as 

not covering the transferor•s rights and obligations arising from 

a contract of employment at· an employment relationship existing 

on the date of the transfer and entered into with employees who, 

although not employed in the transferred part of the undertaking, 

performed certain duties which involved the use of assets 

assigned to the part transferred or who, whilst being employed in 

an administrative department of the undertaking which has not 

itself been transferred, carried out certain duties for the 

benefit of the part transferred". 

10. Case 19/83 Wendelboe and others v. L. J. Music ApS 1985 ECR p. 

457 

10.1 This case came to the court by way of a reference for a 

preliminary ruling from the Vestre Landsret (Western Division of 

the Danish High courtf. 

10.2. The questions were rai::;•~u in t h•• cnu1·se of pt·oceedings brought by 

the plaintiffs in the main .1ct inn .><Jainst L.J. Music ApS, a 

company in liquidation. Th•· facts w~re as follows: Messrs 

Wendelboe, Jensen and Jeppesen were employed by LP Music Aps, 

whose business was that ot making cassette recordings. on 

28 Februat·y l'JHO, lo~•···d with llllJH'Ildinq irH:olV•'ncy, LP Mu~:ic Ap:: 
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ceased production and: dismisse1 the majority of its workforce, 

including the plainti(fs. By orter of 4 March 1980 the Skifteret 
! l 

(Bankruptcy court) Hj~rring dec~ared L.J. Music ApS insolvent. on 
. . 

the same day, in the ~curse of !the hearing at which the company 

was declared insolvent, the skifteret, having notice of an offer 
I 

to the company by ano~her compa1y, authorized that company to use 

the insolvent undertaking • s plfemises and equipment as from 5 

' March 1980. The final agreement;on the transfer was concluded en 
i 

27 March 1980, but ~n that a~reement it was stated that the 

company's business war deemed ~0 have been carried on on behalf 

and at the risk of th~ transfer•• as from 4 March 1980. 

on 6 March Messrs Wendelboe, J+sen and Jeppesen were engaged by 

the new company. They then bro+ght an action against L.J. Music 

ApS before the skif!teret fot" a declaration that they were 

entitled, as preferential creditors, to compensation for unlawful 

dismissal and holiday pay. 

10.4. The Skifteret dismis~ed the cl;im for compensation far unlawful 

dismissal on the ground that ihe transferor of the ~ndertaking 
! 

was discharged after the transfer from obligations towards his 

employees since thos~ ob1igat1ons had been transferred to the 

transferee pursuant ~o Artic1, 2 ( 1) of Danish Law No 111 of 

21 March 1979 on the rights pt employees on the transfer of 

undertakings. That l!lw had bern adopted in order to implement 

Directive 77/187. 

' 
10.5. The plaintiffs appealed agaitf5t this decision to the Vestre 

"Does 

the 

Landsret which referrt~d the f~llowing question to the court of 

Justice: 

the council Directivei of 14 Fejruary 1977 on the approximation of 

laws of the Member ; States elating to the safeguarding of 
i I i 

employees' rights in the e~ent of tr1nsfers of undertakings, businesses 
i 

or parts of businesses require tl1e M~mber 5tates to enact provisions in 
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accordance with which the transferee of an undertaking becomes liable 

in respect of obligations concerning holiday pay and compensation to 

employees who are not employed in the undertaking on the date of 

transfer"? 

10.6. The court began by recalling its ruling in Abels in which it held 

that Article 3 ( 1) of Directive 77 I 187 did not apply to the 

transfer of an undertaking where the transferor had been adjudged 

insolvent and the undertaking formed part of the assets of the 

insolvent transferor, although Member states themselves were at 

liberty to apply the provisions of the Directive to such a 

transfer. 

10.7. The court then proceeded to answer the question referred to it in 

order to enable the national court to apply the Directive where 

national law had made it applicable to cases of insolvency. 

The court held that Directive 77/187 did not require the Member 

States to enact provisions under which the transferee of an 

undertaking becomes liable in respect of obligations concerning 

holiday pay and compensation to employees who were not employed 

in the undertaking on the date of the transfer. It came to this 

conclusion by examining the provisions of Article 3 of the 

Directive, and the scheme and purpose of the Directive as a 

whole. Article 3 (3) which relates to old age, invalidity and 

survivors' benefits makes an express distinction between 

"employees" and "persons no long~r employed in the transferor•s 

business at the time of the transfer". The fact that no such 

distinction is drawn in Article 3 (1) indicates that former 

employees are excluded from the scope of the Directive. This 

interpretation was in conformity with the scheme and purpose of 

the Directive, which was intended to ensure, as far as possible, 

that t!Te employment relationship continued unchanged with the 

transferee, in particular by obliging the transferee to continue 
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to observe the terms and conditions of any collective agreement 

(Article 3 ( 2)) and by protecting wor·kers against dismissals 

resulting solely from the traesfer (Article 4 (1)). Those 

provisions related only to employees in the service of the 

undertaking on the date of the transfer, to the exclusion of 

those who had already , left the undertaking on that date. The 

existence or otherwise of a contract of employment or an 

employment relationship on the date of the transfer must be 

established on the basis of the rules of national law subject to 

the mandatory provision of the Directive. 

10.8. It was, therefore, for the national court to decide on the basis 

of those factors whether or not, on the date of the transfer, the 

employees in question were linked to the undertaking by virtue of 

a contract of employment or employment relationship. 

11. Foreningen af Arbejdaledere i oanpark v. A/S Danaols Inventar, in 

liquidation case 105/84 1985 ECR p. 2639 

11.1. This case came to the court by way of a reference for a 

preliminary ruling from the Vestre Landsret (Western Division of 

the Danish High Court). The Court was concerned with proceedings 

instituted by the Foreningen af Arbejdsledere i Danmark acting on 

behalf of Hans Erik Mikkelsen aqainst Danmols Inventar A/S, a 

company in liquidation. 

11.2. Mr Mikkelsen was employed by Danmols Inventar A/S as a works 

foreman. on 3 September 1981 that company announced that it was 

suspending payment of its debts and dismissed Mr Mikkelsen as 

from 31 December 1981. With effect from 19 october 1981, the 

undertaking was transferred to Danmols Inventar og MG!Ibelfabrik 

A/S, a company in formation, of which Mr Mikkelsen beca~ne co

owner, acquiring a 33"1. shareholdi.ng and 55% of the voting rights 

at the general met~t.inq. In addit.~on he was appointed chairman of 

the Board of Directot-s. He cant i1n1ed to cat-ry out his duties as 

works foreman in the ne\,' company, doing the same work and 

receiving the same salat·y ,H> he h<td bt>fon? the transfer. 
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11.3 In December 1981, Danmols Inventar A/S was declared insolvent. Mr 

Mikkelsen filed a claim against the company for compensation of 

two months pay for the premature termination of his employment 

contract and for certain holiday pay. The bankruptcy court 

dismissed this claim and Mr Mikkelsen appealed to the Vestre 

Landsret, which asked the court of Justice: 

"Must the expression "employee" in council Directive No 

77/187/EEC of 14 February 1977 on the approximation of the laws 

of the Member states relating to the safeguarding of employees' 

rights in the event of transfers of undertakings, businesses or 

parts of businesses be interpreted to mean that it is sufficient 

for the person concerned to have been an employee of the 

transferor or must he also occupy a position as employee with the 

transferee? 

If the Court takes the view that the person concerned must also 

be an employee of the transferee, does the expression "employee" 

contained in the Directive cover a person who has a 50\ interest 

in the company in question?" 

11.4. The Court held, in reply to the first question, that Article 3 

(1) of Directive 77/187 must be considered as not covering the 

transfer of the rights and obligations of persons who were 

employed by the transferor on the date of the transfer, but who, 

by their own decision, do not continue to work as employees of 

the transferee. 

11.5. The Directive, the C<Jllt·t h•~ld, was intended to safeguard the 

rights of wot-kE'rs in I h,• <'Vt•nt nf a chan<]l• of employer by making 

it possiblE' for them t" c:"nt i !lilt' to W<~r·k f,n· tlw tr~nsferee und,,r· 

the same conditions ,1:; tho:H-' agn?ed with tlw Lransft:•ror. ttowevet·, 

this protection was redundant where the person concerned decided 

of his own accord not to continue the employment relationship 

with the new employer after the transfer. This was the case where 

the employee in question terminated the employment contract or 
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employment relationship of his own free will with effect from the 

date of transfer. It was also the case where the contract of 

employment or employment relationship was terminated with effect 

from the date of the transfer by virtue of an agreement 

voluntarily concluded between tle worker, the transferor and the 

transferee of the undertaking. 

11.6. The second question concerned the meaning of the term •employee" 

in the Directive. The court refused to formulate a community 

definition of the ter~ "employee" as it had been urged to do by 

the Commission, ruling instead that an employee was any person 

who, in the Member State concerned, is protected as an employee 

under national employment law. 

11.7. The court came to the view that the term "employee" was a 

national law rather than a community law concept by examining the 

purpose and provisions of the Directive. It is clear, 

that Directive 77/187 intended to achieve only 

it said, 

partial 

harmonization essentially by extending the protection guaranteed 

to workers independently by the laws of the individual Member 

states to cover the case where an undertaking is transferred. 

Itsaim was therefore to ensure, as far as possible, that the 

contract of employment or the employment relationship continued 

unchanged with th~ transferee ~o that the employees affected by 

the transfer of the undertaking were not placed in a less 

favourable position solely as a result of the transfer. It was 

not however intended to establish a uniform level of protection 

throughout the community on the basis of common cirteria. 

It followed that Directive No 77/187 may be relied upon only by persons 

who were, in one way or anothet·, prott>cted as employees under the law 

of the Member State concern<"d. Tf th•'f w,-,1·e ~o protected, the Directive 

ensured that their right_s ctt·i~;inq fl·n111 a contt·act of employment or an 

employment relationship W<'L" 11•ll diminished as a result of the 

transfer. 
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12. Case 24/85 Spijkers v. Gebroeders Benedik Abattoir cv and Alfred 

Benedik en Zonen VB 1986 ECR 1119 

This case came to the Court by way of a reference for a 

preliminary ruling from the Dutch supreme court. The facts as 
' 

found by that court were as follows. 

12.1 Mr Spijkers was employed as an assistant manager by Gebroeders 

Colaris Abattoir ( "Colaris"), which was a slaughter-house. On 

27 December 1982, when the business activities of Colaris had 

entirely ceased and there was no longer any goodwill in the 

business, the entire slaughter-house, with various rooms and 

offices, the land. and other specified goods, were purchased by 

Benedik Abattoir. Since 7 February 1983 Benedik Abattoir had 

operated a slaughter-house. All the employees of colaris were 

taken over by Benedik Abattoir, apart from Mr Spi jkers and one 

other employee. The business activity of Benedik Abattoir was the 

same as that of colaris and it appeared that the transfer of the 

business assets enabled Benedik Abattoir to continue 

theactivities of colaris although Benedik Abattoir did not take 

over Colaris' customers. 

12.2 Mr spijkers argued that there had been a transfer of an 

undertaking within the meaning of the Netherlands legislation 

enacted in order to implement directive 77 I 187 and that t.his 

constituted a transfer to Benedik Abattoir of the rights and 

obligations arising from his contract of employment with Colaris 

when the matter came before the Dutch supreme court. Three 

questions were refern~d by it to the court of Justice; 

(1) Is there a transfer within lhe mP..11ling of Article 1 (1) of 

Directive 77/187 whert> builJinCJ:: and :;tcu:k are taken over and th•' 

transferee is thereby enablL'd tu continliL' the business activlties 

of the transferor and d<H!:; ir1 f.-11:1". :·;llb:~•·qu .... ntly carry on business 

activities of the s<~m•' kind in the bt1ildings in question? 
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(2) Does the fact that at the t~me when the buildings and stock 

were sold the business activities of the vendor had entirely 

ceased and that in particular there was no longer any 

goodwill in the business prevent there being a "transfer" as 

defined in Question 1? 

(3) Does the fact that the circle of customers is not taken over 

prevent there being such a transfer? 

12.3 The Court held in reply to these questions that the essential 

criterion in determining whether a transfer has taken place was 

whether the transferee has acquired a going concern and was able 

to continue its activities or at least activities of the same 

kind. It was clear from the scheme of Directive 77/187 that it 

was intended to ensure the continuity of employment relationships 

existing within a business, irrespective of any change in 

ownership. It followed therefore that the decisive criterion 

forestablishing whether there was a transfer for the purpose of 

the Directive was whether the business had retained its identity. 

"Consequently, 

business does 

a transfer of a business or part of a 

not occur merely because its assets are 

disposed of. Instead it is necessary to consider, in a case 

such as the present, whether the business was disposed of as 

a going concern, as would be indicated, inter alia, by the 

fact that its operation was actually continued or resumed by 

a new employer with the same or similar activities". 

12.4. Whether a transfer had taken place was a matter of fact to be 

decided by the national court. HoweveL·, the court gave an 

indicciition nf t.lw tart~; with :;llnllld bo" t.nkPn into consideration 

uy <l lliltiou.d t'lllll t iII o'<~llllll'l I" I I:: ,j,.,. i ::J <~II: 
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- the type of undertaking or business; 

- whether or not the business' tangible assets, such as 

buildings and moveable assets, are transferred; 

- the value of its intangible assets at the time of the 

transfer; 

- whether or not the majority of the employees are taken 

over by the new employer; 

- whether or not its customers are transferred; 

- the degree of similarity between the activities carried on 

before and after the transfer; 

- the period, if any, for which activities were suspended. 

The court emphasised that the facts constituted only part of an 

overall assessment.and should not be considered in isolation. 

13. case 237/84 Commission v. Belgium 1986 ECR p.l247 

The Commission brought proceedings against the Belgian government 

alleging failure to transpose Article 4 (l) of the Directive into 

Belgian law. 

13.1. on 19 April 1978 Belgium adopted, for the purposes of 

implementing Article 4 (1) of the Directive, a Royal Decree 

making obligatory Collective Bargaining Agreement No 32 <;he 

Agreement) on the safeguarding of employees• rights in the event 

of a change of employer as a result of an agreed transfer of an 

undertaking concluded within the National Labour Council. Article 

6 of that Agreement provides that "a change of employer shall not 

in itself constitute grounds for dismissal". However, Article 7 

of the Agreement provided as follows: 

"the following persons shall not be covered by the provisions of 

Article 6: 
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(1) employees undergoing a trial period; 

(2) employees dismisse~ at the approach of pensionable age; 

(3) persons bound by a 'student's employment contract pursuant to 

the Law of 9 June 1970 on the employment of students". 

13.2. The commission argued that the scope of 

wider than those permitted under Article 4 

these exclusions was 

( 1) . only employees 

who had no protection under national law against dismissal could 

be excluded from· the scope of the Directive. That was not the 

case with the employees listed in Article 7 of the Agreement 

since each of the three categories of employees was protected by 

some period of notice. 

13.3. The Belgian Government argued that protection against dismissal 

within the meaning of the second sub-paragraph of Article 4 (1) 

means a measure to dissuade employers from dismissing employeesso 

that employees do not suffer an· interruption in their working 

life. However, in its view no such dissuasive effect exists in 

the case of the categories of workers excluded by Belgian 

legislation. 

13.4. The Court dismissed this argument, holding that it was clear both 

from the wording of Article 4 (11 and the general scheme of the 

Directive that the provision in ~uestion was designed to ensure 

that employees' rights were maintained by extending the 

protection afforded by. national law against dismissal by the 

employer to cover the case in which a change of employer occurs 

upon the transfer of an undertaking. Consequently, Article 4 (1) 

applies to any situation in which employees affected by a 

transfer enjoy some, albeit limit•d, protection against dismissal 

under national law, with the result that, under the Directive, 

that protection may not be taken away from them or curtailed 

solely because of the transfer. 
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13.5. The Court similarly dismissed claims made on the part of the 

Belgian Government justifying the exclusion of the two categories 

of workers in question, on the basis of notifications made to the 

commission in August 1977 in accordance with a statement to that 

effect inserted in the council minutes of the meeting at which 

the Directive was adopted. The court held that the true meaning 

of rules of Community law can be derived only from those rules 

thal\aalvea, having regard to their context. That meaning could 

not be derived from statements made in the council. 

13.6. In conclusion, the Court held that Belgium had failed to fulfil 

its obligations under Directive 77/187. 

14. case 235/84 commission v. Italy 1986 ECR p. 2291 

The commission alleged in this case that Italian legislation did 

not satisfy the requirements of Directive 77/187 in two respects. 

Firat, the legislation in force in Italy did not ensure 

protection of the rights of employees and former employees to old 

age benefits under supplementary social security schemes pursuant 

to Article 3 (3) of the Directive; secondly, the duty imposed on 

transferors and transferees to inform and consult employees' 

representatives did not satisfy the requirements of Article 6 (1) 

and (2) of the Directive. 

14.1. The Court rejected the first of these complaints, finding that 

Articles 2112 and 2117 of the Italian civil code, as interpreted 

by the Italian Courts, guaranteed employees protection at least 

equal to that required by the Directive. 

14.2. With respect to the second complaint, the court found that 

although Italian law prescri~ed certain procedures for informing 

and consulting ~mployt>~:c:• l"•'PI"•':;~·nt.atives in the event of thro 

transfer of an undert.ak inq, t lu~:;t> Wt?re not an adeqnat·~ 
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implementation of the provisions Qf the Directive. The procedures 

in question were laid down o~ the one hand by collective 

agreements and on the other by Law No 215 of 26 May 1978 on rules 

to facilitate the mobility of workers and rules concerning 

unemployment funds. 

14.3. The scope of the collective agreements, the commission argued, 

was limited to specific econo~ic sectors and to employers• 

associations or undertakings and trade unions which were parties 

to the agreement. Law No 215 of 26 May 1978 laid down special 

rules to cover particular c ircu11stances and was, therefore, of 

limited scope. 

14.4. The Italian Government did not deny these facts but it eaphasised 

in the proceedings before the court that the most important and 

most widespread collective agreements had for many 

yearsrecognized the right of workers to information and laid down 

appropriate procedures for the workers concerned. 

14.5. The Court held that whilst it was true that Member states could 

leave the implementation of the ~ocial policy objectives pursued 

by a Directive to management and labour, that possibility did not 

discharge them from the obligation of ensuring that all the 

workers in the community were afforded the full protection 

provided for in the Directive. Hbwever widespread and important 

collective agreements might be, they covered only specific 

economic sectors and, owing to their contractual nature, created 

obligations only between members of the trade union in question 

and employers or undertakings bound by the agreements. 

Consequently, by fail inq to o11dupt all the measures needt:d tc, 

comply fully with Article 6 (1) and (2) of Directive 77/187, 

Italy had failed to fulfil its obligations under the Treaty. 

14.6. Italy has again been tako>n befortt th•' F:tn·npo>an Court of Justice 

by the Commission foL fai]tu·,~ tn comply with tlw Judgment of 

10 July 1986 (Case <"-77/gO). 
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15. Landsorganisationen i Danmark v. Ny Helle Kro Case 287/86 1987 

ECR p.5465 

This case came to the court by way of a reference for a 

preliminary ruling from the Arbejdsretten, Copenhagen. 

15.1. The facts were as follows. 

In 1980 Hrs Hannibalsen leased the Ny Melle Kro tavern to Inger 

Larsen, who on 1 october 1980 concluded an agreement with the 

Hotel-09 - Restaurationsp.:n~;onl<•ts :..;arnvirke (Association of Hotel 

and Restaurant Employees) . under· the agreement, Mrs Larsen was to 

comply with any collective agt-eement concluded by that 

association. In January 1981 Mrs Hannibalsen rescinded the lease 

and took over the operation of the tavern herself on the ground 

that Hrs Larsen had failed to comply with the terms of the lease. 

The tavern remained closed until the end of March 1981.It had 

been managed by Mrs Hanniba lsen since that date. It appeared 

that the tavern operated on a regular basis as a restaurant only 

during the summer season; outside that period it could be hired 

for private parties but did not operate as a tavern. 

to Mrs Hansen who worked 

to 19 August 1983, i.e. 

as a waittess in the tavern from 12 Hay 

when the tavern was being run by 

Mrs Hannibalsen. It appeared th.'lt the remuneration paid to 

Mrs Hansen was lower than that required to be paid under the 

collective agt·eement \,•ith which Hrs Larsen had agreed to comply. 

The question arose as to whether Hrs Hannibalsen was bound by 

this agreement. 

!' Tlhlo Arbt."~jd:~l·,,ttt'll t·l•ft'l.lt'\i .t ~;t•J lt~:~ tl{ i.Jlh':~t.ltJJl~j tu t.IH") Cuutt, 

the first of which :.;ought t" dSCt·t·tain wh•·tht>l. Directive 77/ll:l7 

applied where the owner of a 1 east"d undertaking takes over its 

' , 1 "• rat ion f c>] l cn-J i n 'l .1 I q· • • .-1 ,. h ' · ! l h" 1 " a :. P I , y t h, · 1 e s ~· e e . 
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The Court answered this.question ~n the affirmative. It arrived 

at this conclusion by re•soning asifollows: 

' "Employees of an undertaking whost employer changes without any 

change in ownership arE! in a sit:uation comparable to that of 

employees of an undertak~ng which ~s sold, and require equivalent 
i 

protection. It follows that so faft" as the lessee, by virtue of 

the lease, becomes the employer it the sense set out above, the 

transfer must be regarded as a 
! 
transfer of an undertaking to 

another employer as a result of a legal transfer within the 

meaning of Article 1 (1) of the Difective. similar considerations 

apply where the owner of a leastd undertaking takes over its 

operation following a b~each of t~e lease by the lessee. such a 

takeover also occurs on the basis ~f the lease. consequently, in 
' so far as its effect is that the l•ssee ceases to be the employer 

and the owner reacquires that st~tus, it must also be regarded 

as a transfer of the undertaking tn another employer as a result 

of a legal transfer". 

~ 

15.4. The second and third questions !put to 

ascertain whether Directive 77/187lcovered 

the Court sought to 

the situation where at 

the time of the transfer the; undet·taking transferred is 

temporarily closed and h~s no empltyees. 

15.5. Following spijkers, the fourt helrlj that l>irective 77/187 applied 

where a business is tra~sferred ar a going concern and retains 
. I 

its identity, which wi~l be th1 case when the business is 
I l 

continued or rosunu-.cl l>y ih•' ll~'W Pn;llnyt:.>t· rart·yinq on the sam .. ~ or· 

similar activities. Wlwdu,n· a bll!l ii)l.':;:; i :; t 1·an::; ferr••d as a guinq 
i 

~act ' concern or not is .. m~tter of to be determined by the 
j. 

national court, taking irito accounJ; all the factual circumstances 

surrounding the tra.nsact~on i I l fJ llo • :11 i < >11 : 
l 
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"The fact that the undertaking in question was temporarily closed 

at the time of the transfer and therefore had no employees 

certainly constitutes one factor to be taken into account in 

determining whether a business was transferred as a going concern 

That is true in particular in the case of a seasonal 

business, especially where, as in this case, the transfer takes 

place during the season when it is closed. As a general rule such 

closure does not mean that the undertaking has ceased to be a 

going concern. 

15.6. The fourth question of the Arbejdsretten asked whether Article 3 

(2) of Directive 77/187 must be interpreted as obliging the 

transferee to continue to observe the terms and conditions agreed 

in any collective agreement in respect of workers who are not 

employed by the undertaking at ~he time of the transfer. 

15.7. The court, following its decision in Mikkelsen, held that the 

Directive could be relied upon solely by workers whose contract 

of employment or employment relationship was in existence at the 

time of the transfer, subject however to compliance with the 

mandatory provisions of the Directive concerning the protection 

of employees from dismissal as a result of a transfer. 

16. Foreningen af Arbejdsledere i Danmark v. Daddy's Dance Hall A/S 

case 324/86. Judgment of 10 February 1988 1988 ECR p.739. 

16 .1. This case arose out of litigat:.Dn befot·e the H0jesteret (Danish 

Supreme Court) between the Fore::ingen of Arbejdsledere i Danmark 

(Danish Association of ~upervisot·y :;taff), acting on behalf of 

Mr Tellerup, and Daddy's Dance Hall A/S. 
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16.2. Hr Tellerup was employed as a manager by Irma catering A/S, which 

had taken a non-transferable lease of restaurants and bars 

belonging to A/S Palads Teatret. The lease was subsequently 

terminated and on 28 January 1983 Irma catering dismissed its 

staff, including Hr Tellerup, with statutory notice which, in the 

ase of Hr Tellerup, expired on 30 April 1983. Irma Catering 

continued to run the business in question with the same staff 

until ~5 February 1983. 

16.3. With effect from 25 February 1983, a new lease was concluded 

between A/S Palads Teatret and Da~dy•s Dance Hall. Daddy's Dance 

Hall immediately re-employed the employees of the former lessee, 

including Hr Tellerup, to do the same job as before. Hr Tellerup 

was subsequently dismissed. The q~estion arose as to what period 

of notice Hr Tellerup was entitled to. In order to answer this 

question it was necessary firstly to determine whether Directive 

77/187 was applicable in the circumstances of the case. 

16.4. The court held that the Directive was applicable in the situation 

in question, i.e. where, upon the expiry of a non-tranaferable 

lease, the lessee ceases to be an employer and a third party 

becomes the employer under a new lease concluded with the owner. 

The fact that the transfer was effected in two stages (the 

retransfer of the undertaking from the original lessee to the 

owner and the subsequent transfer from the owner to the new 

lessee) did not prevent the Directive from applying provided that 

the economic unit in question re~ained its identity. This would 

be the case where the busin.ss was carried on without 

interruption by the new lessee with the same staff as were 

employed in the business before tim transfer. 

16.5. The Court, in reaching its conclu$ion, had regard to the general 

purpose of the Directive I which was to safeguard the rights of 

employees in the event of a chang~ of employer. The Directive was 

therefore applicable where then~ was a change in the natural or 

legal person t·esponsil>l•'· fu1· <"dJTyinq on the business, regardless 

of whether or not ownership of tl1~ undertaking was transferred. 
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16.6. The second question put to the court of Justice concerned the 

right of an employee to waive rights conferred on him by 

Directive 77/187, if the disadvantages resulting from his waiver 

are offset by such benefits that, overall, he was not placed in a 

worse position by such waiver. 

16.7. The court held quite firmly that an employee could not waive 

rights accorded to him under the Directive and those rights could 

not be restricted even with his consent. 

the purpose of Directive 77/187 is to ensure that the 

rights resulting from a contract of employment or employment 

relationship .of employees affected by the transfer of the 

undertaking are safeguarded. since this protection is a 

matter of public policy, and therefore independent of 

thew ill of the parties to the contract of employment, the 

rules of the Directive, in particular those concerning the 

protection of workers against dismissal, must be considered 

to be mandatory, so that it is not possible to derogate from 

them in a manner unfavourable to employees". 

16.8. However, the Directive was intended only to achieve partial 

harmonization, and not to establish a uniform level of protection 

throughout the community on the basis of common criteria. 

Consequently, it could be relied on only to ensure that the 

employee was protected in his relations with the transferee to 

the same extent as he was in his relations with the transferor 

under the legal rules of th~' M••miH-·t· ~L>tt>:; concerned. 

17. Joined Cases 144 and 145/87. Judgment of the court of 5 Hay 1988 

- Harry Berg v. Iva Martin RP.ssP.lsen 1988 ECR p.2559 

This cafle r.nnc•,'l'll•'d o1 di::r•ttl•· ln•tw••••ll tit 1\•·r·q and Mt· Hu::!>ch•·t·:: 

and their fot·met· empl"Y•'L 1~!'" "('''' .11 •·tl .1 l•.lf -di:oc .. tlt••ljlle known ..J:: 

"Besi-mill". 
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17.1. In February 1980 a commecial partnership took over the operation 

of the Besi-Mill from Mr Besselsen under a lease purchase 

agreement within the meaning of Article 1576 of the Netherlands 

civil Code. According to that provision: 

"lease-purchase is a purchase and sale on deferred payment, by 

which the parties agree that the object sold shall not become the 

property of the purchaser by mere transfer". 

17 . 2 . Mr Berg and Mr 

following the 

terminated by a 

undertaking was 

Busschers continued to work at 

transfer. The lease-purchase 

judicial dec1sion in November 

again managed by Hr Bessel sen. 

the Besi-Mill 

agreement was 

1983 and the 

Mr Berg andMr 

Busschers claimed from Mr Besselsen arrears of salary due to them 

for the period in which the Besi-Hill was operated under the 

lease-purchase agreement by the commercial partnership, arguing, 

inter alia, that the transfer of an undertaking could not have 

the effect of extinguishing the transferor's liability regarding 

the obligations deriving from a contract of employment without 

the consent of the employees concerned. 

17.3. Faced with these arguments, the Netherlands supreme court 

referred two questions to the court of Justice. 

17.4. The first question <>sked v!heth~l- A~-ticle 3 (1) of Directive 

77/187 must be inteqn-eted as m·~·llllll<] that after the date of the 

transfer, the transferor WilS z-eloa:;ecl fl-om his obligations under 

the contract of employment ot· tht~ t:'mployment relationship solely 

by reason of the tr·ans fpJ-, ev.-.n v.•here the employees of the 

undertaking did not <:<Jil!-it>lll. t <> that ef feet or did not oppose it. 
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17.5. The Court held, in reply to this question, that Article 3 (1) 

entails the automatic transfer from the transferor to the 

transferee of the employer's obligation arising from a contract 

of employment or an employment relationship subject only to the 

right of Kember states to provide for the joint liability of the 

transferor and the transferee following the transfer. 

17.6. consequently, except in the latter case, the transferor is 

released from his ob1 igation as an en1p1oyer solely by reason of 

the transfer and this release is not conditional on the consent 

of the employees concerned. 

17.7. The purpose of the Directive, the Court held, is to safeguard the 

rights of workers in the event of a change of employer by making 

it possible for them to continue to work for the transferee under 

the terms and conditions of employment agreed with thetransferor. 

The Directive was not designed to ensure that the contract of 

employment or the employment relationship with the transferor was 

continued where the undertakings• employees did not wish to 

remain in the employment of the transferee. 

17.8. The second question referred to the court concerned the scope of 

the Directive: did it apply to the transfer of an undertaking 

under a lease-purchase agreement and to the re-transfer of the 

undertaking following the termination of the lease-purchase 

agreement by judicial decision? Following its ruling in Ny Melle 

Kro, the court held that the Directive applied to the transfer of 

a lease-purchase agreement of the kind available under 

Netherlands law even though the purchaser acquires ownership of 

the undertaking only when the full purchase price has been paid. 

Similarly the directive applies to the re-transfer of the 

undertaking upon termination of the lease-purchase agreement by a 

judicial decision since the rP-transfer deprives the purchaser of 

his status as employpr· and n•:;tnn.•:; the v~'IH1or to his statu~; a~; 

employer. 
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18. Bork International A/S v. Foreni,gen af Arbejdsledere i Danmark, 

J. olsen v. Junckers Industri•r A/S, Hansen and others v. 

Junckers Industrier A/S, Hand•ls -of Kontorfunktionaerernes 

Forbund i Danmark v. Junckers tndustrier A/S - Case 101/87 

JudgB~ent of the Court of 15 June 1988, 1988 ECR p.3057 

18.1. This case came to the court by way of a reference for a 

preliminary ruling by the Danish supreme Court. It involved a 

dispute between the Danish Association of supervisory staff and 

P. Bark International (PBI), in liquidation, and between a number 

of workers and the Danish union of commercial and clerical staff 

acting on their behalf on the one hand, and Junckers Industrier 

(JI) on the other. 

18.2. In April 1980 PBI pleased a beechwood veneer factory from 

orehoved Trae- og Finerindustri A/S (OTF) and at the same time 

took over its staff. The lease expired on 22 December 1981. on 

30 December 1981 it purchased the factory in question from OTF. 

JI took possession of the factory on 4 January 1982 and brought 

it back into operation keeping on over half of the staff 

previously employed but not taking on any new staff. The disputes 

raised the question of whether PBI • s obligations towards the 

workers employed in the undertaking with respect in particular to 

salaries and paid holidays were t~ansferred to JI in its capacity 

as the new employer. 

18.3. The question submitted to the, court sought in essence to 

ascertain whether the Directive applied to a situation in which, 

after he had given notice terminating a lea~e or after forfeiture 

tltereof, thP. own•·J· of tl11' llllci•'J·takinq J••tnok po:>session of t.ll!:> 

undertaking and thr•t·•·dtt.~t· ::<lld i.L tc. d thtr·d pat·ty who shortly 

afterwards brought it back into ope1·ation with some of the std!t 

employed in the undertaking by the former lessee. 

18.4. The court held that the Direct!ve applied whenever a chang.:. 

occurred in the context of the ¢ontractual relations involving 

the natural or legal per~on t:<?:>ponsible fo1· operating th•.· 

undertaking who had ansumed the obli<Jations of an empluy•.'l. 

towards the undertaking's employ•'•l:>. 
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19. case 362/89 o•urso and others v. Ercole Harelli 

19.1. By order dated 23 october 1989, received by the court on 

30 November 1989, the Pretura di Milano referred to the Court for 

a preliminary ruling under Article 177 of the EEC Treaty two 

questions as to the interpretation of Articles 3 (1) and 1 (1) 

ofcouncil Directive 77/187/EEC of 14 February 1977 on the 

approximation of the laws of the Member states relating to the 

safeguarding of employees· rights in the event of transfers of 

undertakings, businesses or parts of businesses (Official Journal 

L 61, 1977, p. 26). 

19.2. Those questions were raised in proceedings instituted by Giuseppe 

o•urso, Adriana Ventadori and others against Ercole Harelli 

Elettromeccanica 

straordinaria'". 

Generale Spa under '"anuninistrazione 

19.3. The plaintiffs in the main proceedings were employed by EMG, a 

business placed, together with other businesses belonging to the 

Marelli group, under the "amministrazione straordinaria'" 

proceedings instituted by the Decree of the Ministry of Industry 

of 26 Hay 1981, which allowed the undertakings concerned to 

continue their activities. 

19.4. In September 1985 EMG, which was the only associated undertaking 

remaining under '"amministrazione straordinaria'", was transferred 

to Nuovo EMG, a company incorporated for this purpose. The 

transfer was authorized by the D,:partment of Industry. 

19.5. However, 518 employees of DlG ·.-:ere not 

undertaking and t·emainAd ~nve!··'rl hy 

Int~graziorlt• Gu<td.lt.Jill), l11t·ll ,. ·:1t 1 .~.·t ~; 

tt·ansferred to the new 

tht:• CIGM scheme (Cassa 

•ll •·riiploymL'!lt with tlw 
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transferor (EMG) being suspended. This was allowed under Article 

3 of Act 19 of 6 February 1987 which derogates from the general 

rule laid down in Article 2112(*) of the civil code. The 

plaintiffs claimed before the Pretura di Milano to be employees 

of the transfert>e in occordanrr> with Article 2112 of the above

mentioned code. 

19.6. considering that the judgment to be given depended on the 

interpretation of certain provisions of Directive 77/187/EEC, the 

Italian court stayed the proceedings and referred the following 

questions to the Court for a preliminary ruling: 

" ( 1) Does the 

Directive 

transfer 

first subparagraph 

77/187/EEC provide 

of Article 

for the 

of such 

3 (1) of 

automatic 

employment to 

relationships 

transferred as 

transfer? 

the 

within an undertaking that has been 

are in existence at the time of the 

(2) Is the Directive applicable to transfers of businesses 

made by undertakings under "amministrazione 

straordinaria" (special receivership)?" 

19.7. The commission's Memorandum took the view that Directive 

77/187/EEC applies to transfers of 

parts of businesses effected by 

undertakings, businesses 

undertakings placed 

or 

in 

"amministrazione straordinar ia" inasmuch as the continuation of 

business is authorized. Howev~::r·, the Directive does not apply 

when there is no authorization to continue activities or the 

authorization hafl PXpir···d ,,r· J,..,_.,l wtthdt·awtl. The European court 

of Justice confirmeJ tlw c()nuni:-;,;ton·s view. (Judgment of 26 July 

1991) 

(*)Art. 2112 of the civll t.:Gdt-> nil•·:; tiJat: 

"Article 2112. Transf,n:; nf uncl~r-takings. ·.-:here an undertaking 

is transferred, contracts of employment will continue to be 

valid as aCJainst t.IH• tr·nn:.t•·r•'•' unl•·ss the t.r·anr;feror has giv~·n 

.- •• '"'"' t \ t • ' <', '11 ~ ; 'I ; + '' l I . II,. t ),,, t I.,,, ..• ··•·" 
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Conclusion 

The requests for preliminary rulings on the meaning to be given to the 

Transfers Directive have all come from courts in the Netherlands, 

Denmark and, lately, Italy. 

They mainly concern the scope of the Directive: what types of 

transactions will be deemed to be transfers for the purpose of the 

Directive and national implementing legislation and to what obligations 

the Directive extends. 

From this case law the following principles emerge: 

1. The Directive does not apply to insolvency proceedings but may 

extend to other similar types of proceedings which are not 

designed to liquidate the undertaking but to safeguard its 

continued existence. 

The Court in Abels, FNV and Botzen, the first cases concerning 

this Directive, ruled that it did not apply to insolvency 

proceedings since these were characterized by special procedures 

in all the Member States. The rules relating to liquidation 

proceedings 

Consequently 

varied ::>tate to Member State. 

it was Linlikely lhat the Hcmbet· :.>tates intended to 

include such proceedings 1n a har·monization Directive. However, 

proceedings akin to in~;nl v"nc·y pl·"c•···d i.nq~; which are 

safeguard the assets ot an undt>rtaking and 

continuation were within the scope of the Directive. 

designed to 

ensure its 

2. When a transfer falls within tlw f'Cope of the Directive, 

only those obligations existing on the date of the transfer 

with respect to tlw employees whose employment relationship 

wa::; tran:;f,•rt·,,d tC> th•• tJ,tll:;to•Jt>•• ar··· tl~t• , . ._,sp"nsibility "t 

the tran~;feree. Th<' llit••<'LlVt• du··~• n"t c:ovt•t· obligation~; 
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a-rising after t~e date ~f the t1·ans!er or concerning 

eaployees who wer1 not tran ftn·t·ed with the undert.king but 

who retain a ~elationsh p but not an e11ployment 
i 

relationship w~th the ew undertaking (Abela, Botzen 
I 

wendel bee) • simi l .. r ly, the employment relationship out of 
i 

which the obligatlions clai arose must not have ~pired at 

tbe time of the t~nsfer (H. kelaen). 

Tbe transferee ~ust acqul

1

re 

transaction to be jconsidere a 

the Directive (Spi~kers). 1 
; I 

i 

a going concern ,for the 

transfer for the purposes of 

i 
Whether a busines1 is trans1erred as a going conc~n or not 

is a matter of fact to be defided by the national eeurts (~ 

I 
4. The Directive can ,extend toi a transfer taking place in two 

' i 
stages. The entir1 transferldoes not have to take ~place by 

means of one tra~saction ncluded at the same point in 

time. However, tl1e undert ing must rata in its . identity 

(Doddy•a Dance Halfl· I 

5. Employees may not~ contract out of the rights accorded to 
i 

them by the Direc~ive as i lemented by national law (Berg 

and Bark). 

However much 8lllployees may w~sb to wa ve their rights on a transfer, 
i 

and even though they may be e~ually or etter protected even after such 

a waiver, they cannot contract out of r ghts given under the Directive. 

I 
I 
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CHAPTER III 

C 0 N C L U S I 0 N S 

I:!ELGIUH 

There is a broad degree of harmonization between Belgian law and the 

main provisions of the Directive. 

However, there are a number of points where Belgian law does not follow 

the scheme of the Directive, particularly as regards the optional 

aspects: 

a) Belgian law does not clearly incorporate the (optional) 

principle that the transferor and the transferee should have 

joint liability; 

b) the safeguarding of employees • rights also extends to certain 

supplementary pension :o;chem•'s, in particular bridging pensions 

and other legal benefits (more favourable conditions than those 

provided for in the Directive); 

c) there are no legal or contractual provisions corresponding to 

the second subparagraph "t Atti.cl!.• 3 (J) uf the Directive; 

instead, protection is pt·ovided only for rights arising from 

collective agn•em••nt :.;, whi.-tt ·11·•· t.h<'J"••fore cnVt"'red by the rules 

on the maintenilnce nf coll.-•ct.i.ve agt·eemPnts; this would seem to 

d) under Rt>lqian LH" l'l11(•l<•Y•···:; who hav•· tl<> 1 •·(•!·,.~;·"ntation do not 

(5) of th•? 



DENMARK 

l 
- 1271-

1 
l . 

Danish legislation incoprirates 

Directive. 

al1rst all the provisions of 

I . 

I 
However, there are certain ~iacrepanc~es. 

a) There are no 

Article 2, but 

the Directive. 

i 
! 
! 

express def ini.it ions 
i 
I 

the; Danish cqncepts 
! 

corresponding to thoae 

are broader than those 

the 

in 

in 

b) There are no pr~isions dn the joint liability of the 

transferor and transferee ( qecond subparagraph of Article 3 
~ 

( 1) ) • 

SPAIN 

The Estatuto de los Trabaj~dores (Ery contains specific provisions on 

the subject matter of the D~rective 
i 

'trticle 

I 

44). 

It should be pointed out that the jscope of the provisions of this 

article is broader, and t!lere{on.• m~J:e favourable, than tbat of the 

Directive: transfers other 
! 
i 

than by agreement, 
I 

particularly those 

resulting from success ion mortis cau~, at-e also covered. 
I 
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on the other hand, the article is by no means as detailed as the 

Directive. 

a) The provisions of the second subparagraph of Article 3 (3) are 

not specifically covered in the ET. 

b) The law does not require the information described in Article 6 

(1) to be provided prior to the transfer, only that the 

representatives of the workers concerned should be notified of 

it. 

c) The special rules governing transfers do not impose the same 

duty of consultation as the Directive; although the general 

description of the responsibilities of the works committee may 

be interpreted as indirectly covering transfers, there are 

still doubts that this may not be enough in practice. 

FRANCE 

Under French law the basic principles of the rules governing transfers 

also apply to non-contractnal npe1·ations, making the rules generally 

more favourable than those of the Directive. 

on the other hand, French law does not define the concepts of 

transferor and transferee or employees' representatives, and this tends 

to widen the field covered. 
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There are no specific provisions to the effect that a transfer may not 

be used as grounds for dismissal (first subparagraph of Article 4 (1) 

of the Directive), but the provisions on the automatic transfer 

ofcontracts of employment are so comprehensive that this aspect of the 

Directive may be regarded as implicitly adopted. 

The principle of "indirect dismissal" described in Article 4 ( 2) has 

also not been incorporated into French law; however, the courts have 

accepted the implications of the concept. 

The rules governing transfers do not expressly require information or 

consultation as laid down in Article 6 of the Directive. However, these 

requirements are, apparently, covered by a number of other statutory 

provisions and legal precedents. 

on the other hand, there are no provisions on the new employer's 

obligation to inform and consult his employees. 

GREECE 

The publication of Presidential Decree No 572 of 6 December 1988 

brought Greek law, which· already incot'[X>t·ated the main principles of 

the Directive, much more closley into line with it. 

Greek legislation also covers trangfer:'l other than by agreement, making 

it more favourable than the DirectivP. 

on the other hand it does not appear to incorporate the second 

subparagraph of Article 3 (3) of the Directive (protection of acquired 
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IRELAND 

It should be noted that the manner in which Irish law handles the 

question of the recognition of employees' representatives for the 

purposes of information and consultation is unsatisfactory. The duty to 

inform and consult can become meaningless and ineffective if the 

employer should decide not to recognize the workers' representatives. 

However, it should be stressed that Irish legislation states that 

workers who have no representatives must be informed by the transferor 

or the transferee. 

ITALY 

The Directive was recently incorporated into Italian law by Article 47 

of the Law of 29 December 1990 "Disposizioni per l' adempimento di 

obblighi derivanti dall'appartenenza dell'Italia alle comunita europee 

(Legge comunitaria peril 1990). Paragraph 3 of this Article amends the 

first three paragraphs of Article 2112 of the Civil Code, which already 

enshrined some of the basic principle5 of the Directive (e.g. the 

continuity of employment contracts in the event of a change of 

ownership). 

Article 47 now gives legal expno>ssion to the duty to inform and consult 

(Article 6 of the Directive). 
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Article 47(3) states the principle of the continuity (on a provisional 

basis) of existing collective agreements (Article 3(2) of the 

Directive). 

In accordance with Article 4(1) of the Directive, Article 47(4) 

provides that the transfer of the undertaking does not constitute 

grounds for dismissal per se. 

Article 47(5) of Community Law No. 428 of 27 December 1990 provides for 

exceptions to Article 2112 of the civil code where a number of factors 

concur (the enterprise has been declared by the CIPI to be in a state 

of crisis or it has initiat~d bankruptcy proceedings, obtained judicial 

confirmation of a composition with creditors, is undergoing compulsory 

liquidation, has been placed in receiyership or there has been a union 

agreement on retaining at least some of the jobs): this Article permits 

a reduction in existing wage rates in order to safeguard at least some 

of the jobs for the workers of the firm transferred. 

Article 47(5) weighs wage reductions against the safeguarding of jobs. 

The exception may be brought into play where union agreements do not 

contain more favourable conditions. 

As the Court has frequently ruled,. tl1is provision appears to be 

contrary to Article 3 of the Directive-. 

However, the problems of supplementat·y pension schemes (Article 3 ( 3) of 

the Directive) are not expressly rlealt with by the Italian Law. 
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LUXEMBOURG 

There is also a broad degree of harmonization between the Luxembourg 

system and the Directive. 

However: 

a) the definitions given in Article 3 have not been adopted: 

b) no provision is made for the joint liability of the transferor 

and the transferee (possibility provided for in the second 

subparagraph of Article 3 (1)); 

c) as regards supplementary pens ion schemes, there is no 

protection for the rights of former employees of the 

undertaking or business transferred (second subparagraph of 

Article 3 (3)). 

NETHERLANDS 

The definitions given in Article 2 have not been incorporated into 

Dutch law. 

I·' til t h• ·t·m.,l, ·: 

a) the transfer of collective agreements is permitted only under 

certain limited conditions; 
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b) the rights safeguarded in the event of a transfer also include 

supplementary pension benefits; 

c) there are no provisions for cases where workers have no 

representation (Article 6 (5)). 

PORTUGAL 

Portuguese legislation on transfers predates the Directive, but its 

basic principles are broadly in line with the community instrument. 

The main reservation about the application of the Directive in 

Portuguese national law concerns the limitations on the transfer of all 

claims arising from employment contracts, especially those which have 

fallen due before the transfer of the establishment. To bring 

Portuguese legislation into line with the Directive, there would need 

to be a system of automatic transfer (i.e. that did not require the 

express request of the workers prior to the transfer) of all the 

transferor's debts vis-a-vis the workers without limit in time. 

Transfers other than by agreement are covered by the laws on 

maintaining contracts of employment. 

There are no specific provb;inns nn c(!rtain points which at·e regarded 

as implicitly adopted (the fact that the transfer cannot in itself 

constitute grounds for dismi~:;al (Artiel~ •l ( 1)). 
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Finally, there are no specific grovlalons on the obligations to Inform 

and consult the workers laid ·down In Article e of the Directive. There 

is some QUestion •• to whether transfer situations eome under the 

general raef)ottalbllltlea of wortca corrmlttees (Information and 

consultation). rn tnla reaDect t~e IDDIIcatlon of the Directive could 

bo imgroved. following tile example of the eyeteme governing lay-offs 

and collective redundancies, for examf)le. 

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY 

German legislation almost entirely corresponds to tl'le alma of the 

D•rec:tive. 

However: 

a) the definitions given In Article 2 have not been adoctod: 

b) only the courts can guarantee t~e ~ermanence or safeguarding of 

sugglementary cen1ion rights; 

c) there are only very general Drovlslons on the obligations to 

inform and consult employees in ease of tranefer of 

undertakings (Article 8 of the Directive) about "changes" which 

may occur In the undertaking. 
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UNITED KINGDOM 

United Kingdom legislation •does notl conform adequately with the 

Directive. The main problems are as fol~ows: 

The sy•tem for appointing wo~ers• representatives is not 

compatible with the aims of tht Directive: the employer has 

enormous scope for avoiding the duty to inform and consult the 

workers by refusing to recognize the union as their 

representative. There is also no ~egal provision for cases where 

there is no "institutional" repres~ntation. 

United Kingdom legislation does n~t state that consultation must 

take place "with a view to seekinq:agreement" (Article 6 (2)). 

I 
! 

The British courts have ruled that the transferor must be the 

i 
owner of the undertaking to be trafsferred. 

i 
Any undertaking or part thereof "1hich is not in the natl.lre of a 

l 
commercial venture" is excluded frtm the scope of the Dir•ctive. 

I 

I 

The sanctions provided fpr in ord~ to ensure that the provisions 

of the Directive are ·implemented d~ not appear to conform with the 

pt·inciples of t•ffo•ctivo• .lpplic:at·tnn laid down by the Court of 

Justice of the European Communitie •. 
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In 1989 the Commission sent the UK authorities a formal notice of 

complaint concerning the above-mentioned points. In March 1990, the 

Government replied acknowledging that the aim of consultation should be 

to reach an agreement (Article 6 (2)), but rejecting the commission's 

other criticisms. In April 1991, the commission sent the UK authorities 

a reasoned opinion. In July 1991, they accepted all the above-mentioned 

points raised by the commision with the exception of the question of 

workers• representation. 
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